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ABSTRACT 
 
 

High strength drawn pearlitic steel wires are commonly used with a galvanized coating in ap- 

plications such as bridge cable, mooring cable, and hoisting rope, where high tensile strengths 

and good ductilities are desirable parameters. If the torsional ductility is insufficient, galvanized 

wires can split longitudinally along the wire axis during loading, also known as delamination. The 

occurrence and possible origins of delamination have been extensively researched, but no single 

mechanism has been identified as the primary cause of its initiation. The purpose of this study 

was to explore relationships between steel chemical composition and processing, microstructure, 

tensile properties, and the propensity to delaminate during torsion. Wires were produced with 

different carbon and silicon concentrations, and processing histories included Stelmor cooling, in- 

termediate lead patenting, and post-drawing hot-dip galvanizing. Aging heat treatments and tensile 

prestrains were applied to as-received wires to investigate the effects of thermal and mechanical 

processing on torsional ductility. 

The lead patenting process resulted in a wire with greater tensile strength and torsional ductility 

as well as a smaller ILS than Stelmor cooled wires; a greater change in UTS was observed in the 

lead patented condition compared to Stelmor cooled wires with increased aging time or tempera- 

ture. Additions of carbon and silicon to the 0.92 C-0.2 Si base steel composition increased tensile 

strength and reduced ILS, but led to a reduced torsional ductility when compared to the low car- 

bon, low silicon alloy. Modifying galvanized wires through tensile prestraining improved torsional 

ductility, presumably through effects on residual stresses and mobile dislocation density and/or 

dislocation distribution. Experimental aging treatments revealed that the spheroidized microstruc- 

ture did not control delamination behavior; instead, dislocation recovery and carbon-dislocation 

interactions within the ferrite induced by aging controlled delamination behavior in heat treated 

wires. From comparisons of lead patented and Stelmor cooled wire microstructures and proper- 

ties, features such as bent cementite lamellae and “thick” ferrite regions are concluded to play a 
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more critical role than ILS in delamination occurrence. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

High-carbon pearlitic drawn wire is commonly used in applications demanding high strength 

and good ductility such as bridge cable,  mooring cable,  and hoisting rope.  In order to produce  

a cable with significantly elevated breaking load, multiple drawn or end-galvanized wires are 

twisted together to form a single cable. There is an ongoing drive in industry to increase the 

strength-to-weight ratio of drawn wire while maintaining good torsional ductility. While high 

strengths are critical for many applications, uniform elongation is also essential for good down- 

stream processability. 

Two primary methods are often implemented to increase the strength of the wires: modifying 

the composition (such as through increasing carbon content) and thermal processing by Stelmor 

cooling and lead patenting [1, 2]. In order to improve corrosion resistance, wires may undergo a 

hot-dip galvanizing treatment where a thin zinc coating is applied to the surface; the associated 

elevated temperature aging treatment is detrimental to both strength and torsional ductility of the 

wire. Silicon is often added to the wire composition to minimize the effective strength loss resulting 

from this treatment [3, 4]. 

If the ductility is insufficient, wires can split longitudinally during the application of the tor- 

sional loads required to form multi-strand cables, a phenomenon known as delamination. Delami- 

nation is defined as a fracture along the wire axis associated with an abrupt drop in torque during 

twisting [5, 6, 7]. The occurrence and possible origins of delamination have been extensively 

researched, but no single mechanism has yet been identified as the primary cause of its initia- 

tion. Parameters that have been observed to influence delamination include (but are not limited 

to) pearlite colony texture, interlamellar spacing (ILS), the degree of cementite spheroidization or 

dissolution, the presence of inclusions, residual stresses, and dislocation density caused by plastic 

deformation during wire drawing [5, 8, 9, 10].  Additionally, many studies have shown that wires 
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with higher strength levels are more likely to delaminate [5, 6, 7, 11]. 

The objective of this work was to compare the torsional ductility of three steel compositions 

(one with low silicon, one with high silicon, and one with higher carbon and low silicon) follow- 

ing a variety of processing paths and to investigate the impact of post-drawing heat treatments or 

deformations on subsequent torsional behavior. The effects of variations in the industrially pro- 

cessed wire conditions were evaluated through the continuation of work conducted by Pennington 

[12] in which steels of different silicon and carbon levels and different strengths were developed 

to evaluate the effect of wire-strengthening alloying additions on the torsional and post-drawing 

aging behaviors of high strength steel wire. To expand on previous work, the current study con- 

sidered an additional higher-carbon alloy as well as additional processing paths (from wire rod 

cooling to post-drawing galvanizing treatments). Modifications of the as-drawn wires through ag- 

ing treatments or mechanical deformation were made to investigate how surface conditions impact 

torsional performance, as delamination failure is thought to initiate near the wire surface [6, 13, 14]. 

Torsion and tensile testing were conducted to quantify the mechanical properties and specifically 

torsional ductility of the as-received and modified wire conditions. Finally, microstructural features 

of as-received wires were also considered when evaluating torsional behavior. 
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CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROUND 

 
2.1 Microstructure Development of Drawn Wire 

 
High carbon, pearlitic drawn wire is known to represent one of the strongest steels currently 

produced, where a drawn wire can have strength levels similar to or exceeding those of quenched 

steels [2, 15]. While strength is important for many applications, ductility is also essential for good 

drawability and twisting performance. To achieve such high strengths, the pearlitic material must 

exhibit the following characteristics: fine interlamellar spacing (ILS), solid solution strengthening 

of the ferrite phase, high potential for work hardening, and the ability to maintain a fine lamel-  

lar microstructure during thermomechanical processing and drawing [12]. Process modifications 

such as alloying and cold working are often applied to the wires to develop characteristics crucial 

for high strengths; alloying and cold working are known to aid in the refinement of ILS, while 

cold working is conducted to also increase the dislocation density within the wire through work 

hardening [1, 3]. 

2.1.1 Wire Processing and Microstructural Evolution 
 

In the wire industry, lead patenting is the most widely used heat treatment for generating the 

desired fine pearlitic microstructure [2]. It can be done either as the primary form of transform- 

ing the wire rod microstructure prior to final cooling, or as an intermediate heat treatment be- 

tween wire drawing steps, allowing wires to be drawn to final diameters. Figure 2.1 shows the 

time-temperature transformation curve and the cooling path taken to achieve fine pearlite for a typ- 

ical hypereutectoid steel. The wire rod or wire is heated into the austenite regime, then cooled and 

isothermally held in an optimal temperature range to develop the desired fine pearlite microstruc- 

ture until the transformation to pearlite is complete; the addition of alloying elements shifts this 

ideal temperature range.  An alternative cooling method employed by the wire rod industry is the 
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Stelmor cooling process. In this method, the rod is initially cooled from its hot-rolling temper- 

ature to an intermediate temperature and subsequently formed into rings to be air-cooled on a 

continuously moving bed to produce the desired pearlitic microstructure. Fine pearlite is the best 

microstructure for drawing applications because it has a higher strength and work hardening rate 

than coarse pearlite and is less sensitive to low ductility failures than bainite [2]. 

 

Figure 2.1: Time-temperature transformation diagram highlighting the temperature range for 
isothermal transformation of austenite to fine pearlite during lead patenting of high strength    
wire [2]. 

 
In addition to the formation of a fine pearlite microstructure, high strengths in wire are achieved 

through the cold drawing of pearlitic wire rod for significant size reductions. Processing conditions 

during cold working that affect the final mechanical and microstructural properties of the wire 

include drawing speed, temperature, and the area reduction ratio per pass [15]. Figure 2.2 compares 

the degree of strengthening possible through both the patenting and wire drawing processes for 

two different wire diameters. From this comparison, it is clear that the capacity for strengthening 

through wire drawing is greater than patenting alone as the wire diameter is reduced. 

Pearlite orientation and morphology are significantly changed during the wire drawing process. 

Figure 2.3 shows scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of two cross-sections of the final 

drawn microstructure of a wire: (a) one parallel to the wire axis and (b) one normal to the wire 

axis. As increasing strain is applied to the wire, pearlite colonies elongate and begin to align with 
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Figure 2.2: Comparison of the degree of strengthening possible by wire drawing and patenting 
for various strength (2800 MPa versus 4000 MPa) and diameter (0.2 mm versus 5 mm) wires. 
For small diameters, the strengthening due to wire drawing is much greater than that possible by 
patenting alone [1]. 

 
the wire axis in the drawing direction [2, 16]. On planes normal to the wire axis, pearlite colonies 

must bend to maintain compatibility during deformation. As a result, the cross-section of this plane 

shows a wavy or swirled appearance of pearlite lamellae [2, 4, 16]. 

Many mechanical properties are significantly impacted by elongation of pearlite lamellae dur- 

ing drawing; increasing the ferrite-cementite interface area increases the quantity of barriers that 

impede dislocation motion [17]. Additionally, dislocations generated during the severe plastic de- 

formation process are found to accumulate mainly at the ferrite-cementite interface [16, 18]. Voids 

have been found to nucleate at the ferrite-cementite interface and on fragmented cementite lamellae 

as these tend to be regions of higher stress concentrations [19, 20]. 

It has been reported that as much as 50 percent of the cementite in pearlitic steels may be 

decomposed (dissolved) due to the heavy plastic deformation imposed during wire drawing [21]. 

Some evidence of this phenomenon can be observed in Figure 2.4a, where the cementite lamel- 

lar thickness appears non-uniform after deformation. Fragmentation of cementite lamellae can 

also occur during drawing, which is depicted in Figure 2.4b. As wire is drawn, the volume frac- 

tion of the pearlite lamellae might be expected to be conserved, but measurements completed by 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2.3: SEM images showing the final microstructure of steel wire after drawing (a) along the 
drawing axis and (b) perpendicular to the drawing direction [6]. 

 
Goto et al. [22] found the volume fraction of cementite to decrease with increasing strain as seen 

in Figure 2.5. Cementite dissolution is characterized by carbon diffusion from cementite to ferrite, 

which increases the carbon content in ferrite beyond the solubility limit; increasing the number of 

defect sites available to trap interstitials by increasing the drawing strain can assist in this carbon 

diffusion [1, 2, 15, 16]. 

2.1.2 Alloying Effects on Microstructure 
 

Alloying elements such as carbon, silicon, chromium, and manganese are often used to modify 

the pearlitic microstructure. By refining ILS, carbon and chromium additions increase the work 

hardening rate of the steel [15]. Carbon additions also increase the volume fraction of cementite, 

which is another significant contributor to a wire’s strength level and work hardening rate. While 

increasing the carbon content is an effective way to improve wire strength, it is critical to control 

transformation behavior at such high levels of carbon in order to avoid the development of grain 

boundary cementite that is detrimental to the wire’s drawability. In addition to its contributions to 

strength, chromium has been found to effectively refine the ILS during microstructural transforma- 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2.4: TEM images showing (a) differences in cementite lamellae thickness due to slip and 
(b) cementite fragmentation, both due to wire drawing [23]. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.5: Relationships between cementite volume fraction (Vθ ), interlamellar spacing (SP), wire 
diameter, and drawing strain for a wire containing 0.81 wt pct carbon and 0.20 wt pct silicon; both 
interlamellar spacing and cementite volume fraction decrease with increasing drawing strain [22]. 
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tion as well as suppress the rate of spheroidization due to high-temperature aging by segregating 

to the cementite phase [4, 15]. Silicon is another alloying addition that is often added to the steel 

to combat the propensity to spheroidize as it has a low solubility in cementite and will partition to 

the ferrite, with enrichment at or near the interface, slowing the diffusion of carbon [4]; additions 

of silicon are also employed to increase strength via solid solution strengthening. 

Recent work shows that decomposition of the pearlitic microstructure caused by deformation 

during wire drawing can lead to the redistribution of alloying elements, most importantly carbon, 

in cementite and ferrite, dramatically altering the mechanical properties of the steel [4]. Silicon 

may be added to the steel to suppress cementite decomposition, but it also has been found to impair 

the adhesion of galvanized coatings [2, 15]. Figure 2.6 shows the relationship between the initial 

strength of the as-drawn wire and the total loss of strength due to galvanizing for three steels with 

different silicon contents; within a single wire composition, the highest strength wire condition 

(due to larger drawing reductions) exhibits a greater loss of strength due to galvanizing than lower 

strength wire conditions. The addition of silicon to the wire composition resulted in an upward 

shift of the observed trend, effectively reducing the experienced strength loss. 

 

Figure 2.6: Strength losses due to hot-dip galvanizing of three wire compositions with different 
silicon contents. As silicon content is increased, the strength loss is reduced due to the retardation 
of cementite spheroidization [15]. 
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2.1.3 Aging Effects on Microstructure and Mechanical Properties 
 

Wire drawing and hot-dip galvanizing are two processes that can induce aging in steel wire. 

Adiabatic heating during wire drawing can cause temperatures to reach between 150 °C and 250 °C 

and hot-dip galvanizing is typically performed at a temperature between 430 °C and 460 °C [5]. 

Hot-dip galvanizing involves the application of a thin zinc coating to steel wire to improve its 

corrosion resistance; the zinc is applied above its melting point and solidifies on the wire upon 

subsequent cooling. The extent of changes in mechanical properties due to aging is highly depen- 

dent on the aging temperature and time [12]. 

Typically, aging effects occur in two regimes: age hardening and age softening. Age hardening 

occurs typically at low temperatures or short times through the diffusion of carbon atoms to areas 

of high dislocation density in ferrite that were generated by plastic deformation; as the carbon 

interacts with the dislocations, the dislocations are pinned as carbon resists their motion. Figure 2.7 

shows the effect of aging temperature on the carbon level in ferrite and the wire yield strength.  

At an aging temperature of 250 °C, ferrite achieves peak supersaturation with carbon and the 

associated pinning of dislocations causes an increase in yield strength. For plastic deformation to 

continue, dislocations must be unlocked or new dislocations must be generated causing the increase 

in strength and decrease in ductility seen in Figure 2.8 at an aging time below 50 s [5, 12]. This 

figure shows the influence of aging duration at 435 °C on the ultimate tensile strength (UTS) and 

number of twists to failure during torsional loading. 

At longer times or higher temperatures, age softening occurs where the UTS decreases be- 

low the as-drawn strength and the ductility increases due to cementite decomposition and eventual 

dislocation recovery and recrystallization within the microstructure [5]. At 450 °C, recovery and 

recrystallization have reduced the defect population, spheroidization has occurred, and the yield 

strength has been reduced, as shown in Figure 2.7 [15]. High temperature age softening occurs at 

450 °C and causes the carbide spacing to coarsen as cementite spheroidizes, simultaneously weak- 

ening the wire and reducing its torsional ductility [15]. The changes in the cementite lamellae 

morphology due to this high temperature aging is depicted in Figure 2.9, which compares the wire 
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Figure 2.7: Solute carbon concentration in ferrite and yield strength of wires with respect to aging 
temperature. The wire composition fell between 0.78-1.02 wt pct carbon and 0.2-1.5 wt pct silicon. 
The yield strength is directly related to the carbon level in ferrite due to cementite decomposition 
at elevated temperatures [15]. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.8: (a) Number of twists to failure from torsion testing and (b) UTS from tensile testing 
with respect to heating times during aging. The wire composition consisted of 0.85-0.9 wt pct 
carbon and 0.12-0.32 wt pct silicon. All samples were heated to 435 °C for different times [5]. 
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microstructures of a wire in the (a) as-drawn and (b) hot-dip galvanized (at 450 °C for approxi- 

mately 10 s) conditions; the oriented and elongated lamellae in the as-drawn wire undergo some 

spheroidization during the hot-dip galvanizing treatment. 

 
 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.9: SEM images of an (a) as-drawn and (b) hot-dip galvanized (at 450 °C for approximately 
10 s) wire. The wire contained 0.9 wt pct carbon and 0.23 wt pct silicon, and had a nominal tensile 
strength of 2200 MPa [12]. 

 
 
2.2 Torsional Failure of Wire 

 
For a standardized gage length, torsional ductility of a wire is measured by the number of 

twists to failure [5, 6]. The three modes of sample failure that are possible during torsion testing 

are ductile fracture, brittle fracture, and delamination fracture. Figure 2.10 shows the force dia- 

gram depicting the shear and normal stresses induced in the wire by an applied torsional load; the 

magnitudes of these stresses in relation to one another influence the mode of wire failure. Shear 

stresses associated with ductile fracture occur perpendicular to the wire axis and the resulting frac- 

ture surface is a flat face normal to the axis. Shear stresses occurring parallel to the wire axis may 

induce delamination fracture, which indicates a decrease in ductility of the wire and corresponds to 

a fracture path that extends along the wire axis; this form of failure is most detrimental in industry 

when it occurs during formation of multi-strand cables, making them unusable, and is of greatest 
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interest in this work. Finally, tensile stresses that produce brittle fracture, or cleavage, align 45 de- 

grees with respect to the wire axis; brittle fracture will therefore occur in a spiral morphology [15]. 

 

Figure 2.10: Stress and strain diagram for torsion testing of wire and the corresponding stress and 
strain distributions. The shear forces are in directions parallel and perpendicular to the wire axis. 
The maximum normal stresses occur at an angle 45 degrees to the wire axis [6]. 

 
 
2.2.1 Delamination Fracture Characteristics 

 
Typical torque-twist curves for delaminated and nondelaminated wires are shown in Figure 2.11 

for the purpose of comparing two types of torsional performance. Both samples exhibit serrated 

flow during plastic deformation, where torque reductions are attributed to the breakage of cemen- 

tite lamellae during crack propagation. Delamination curves like the one included in Figure 2.11 

show a dramatic load drop upon delamination crack initiation. This event can either be followed 

by immediate final fracture at a low angle of twist or by the process of crack growth, stabilization 

due to crack closure from additional twisting, and eventually final fracture at a much higher angle 

of twist [24]. 

Cracks in wire during torsional loading have been suggested to initiate in ferrite and propagate 

through the ferrite-cementite interfaces as depicted schematically in Figure 2.12 [6]. The growth 

of these cracks is dependent on the orientation of pearlite colonies, as orientations similar to neigh- 

boring colonies allow for easier propagation [5]. These cracks apparently follow the interfaces as 

a path of least resistance until the unfavorable orientation of a pearlite colony requires the crack to 

propagate through the cementite lamella in order to continue growing. Delamination crack propa- 

gation along the wire length is also promoted in torsional loading since the highly oriented colony 
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Figure 2.11: Representative torque-twist curves produced from torsion testing showing (A) a wire 
that did not delaminate and (B) one that delaminated [24]. 

 
structure with respect to the wire axis resulting from wire drawing provides a direct fracture path. 

 
 

Figure 2.12: Schematic illustrations showing the crack propagation path through different orienta- 
tions of pearlite colonies in a wire under torsional loading [6]. 

 
 
2.2.2 Fracture Surface Features 

 
Currently, there is limited literature available on the fracture features of delaminated wire, but 

nevertheless it has been widely accepted that delamination can be classified as a “brittle” fracture 

since the occurrence of delamination is associated with substantial loss of ductility of high-strength 

drawn wire [25]. The fracture can sometimes have a spiral morphology reminiscent of the brittle 

failure initiated by normal forces 45 degrees to the wire axis when splitting occurs along lamellae 
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that were rotated during twisting. The critical stresses required to initiate each mode of failure 

will determine whether brittle fracture or delamination occurs first; if the critical shear stress for 

delamination is reached before the critical normal stress of brittle fracture, delamination will be 

observed as the type of failure. 

Previous work conducted by Pennington showed the fracture surface of delaminated wire to 

be a smooth, straight surface running parallel to the wire axis; final failure of the wire occurred in 

the form of shear lips on a different plane than that of the flat fracture surface [12]. Small ridges 

inclined approximately 45 degrees to the smooth surface were identified on many delaminated 

wires as potential sites of origin for delamination initiation; the ridge surfaces exhibited microvoids 

generated by tensile stresses. Microvoid coalescence and subsequent fracture propagation along 

the wire axis were said to be caused by applied shear stresses [12]. 

The most thorough fracture analysis of delaminated wires to date was conducted by Su et al. [25] 

who characterized two delamination fracture surfaces, depicted in Figure 2.13. Figure 2.13a shows 

a spiral fracture, which was considered to be a “traditional” brittle delamination fracture; this 

fracture type would be classified as 3C in the torsion fracture classification codes established by 

Van Raemdonck et al. [7], shown in Figure 2.14. What was referred to as a “contemporary” brittle 

delamination fracture in torsion is shown in Figure 2.13b; this fracture would be classified as a 3B 

torsion fracture. 

The traditional delamination fracture surface observed in Figure 2.13a exhibited river patterns 

on the straight edge (region 1) and a smooth surface on the curved edge (region 2); at this low 

magnification, the river patterns described by the authors appear to be radial lines. Fracture was 

believed to initiate on the straight edge near the river patterns in region 1. Su et al. proposed that 

the smoother surface in region 2 was caused by the delamination fracture surfaces rubbing together 

prior to final fracture; if the wire fracture surfaces had immediately separated, it was expected that 

the radial lines would have been present on both edges of the fracture surface [25]. The width of 

the smooth fracture region was determined to increase in size with increasing number of twists 

until torsional failure.  This observation can be related to the resultant shear stress distribution 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2.13: Fracture surfaces of two delamination failure types that can result from torsional 
loading. (a) A traditional spiral delamination fracture and (b) a more “brittle” non-uniform delam- 
ination fracture [25]. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.14: Fracture surface classifications for wires tested in torsion [7]. 
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across the wire radius during torsion. Maximum shear stresses are experienced at the wire surface 

and no stress is experienced at the center (shown previously in Figure 2.10), resulting in an elastic 

deformation zone near the wire core and a plastic deformation zone around the outer radius [6, 25]. 

This plastic deformation zone grows with increasing shear strain and directly corresponds to the 

observed smooth fracture region. 

When the radial lines on the straight edge of the traditional delamination fracture were mag- 

nified during fractography, what was referred to as a “tornado-like” structure by the author was 

located within the radial lines. Outlined by white dashed lines in Figure 2.15, Su et al. described 

this feature as a “cold deformed, fibrous material twisted upward in a counter clockwise direc- 

tion” [25]. While the authors did not specify the orientation of these tornado-like structures with 

respect to the fracture surface, it was surmised that the wire axis is aligned horizontally within  

the image. Macroshear dimples were observed on this structure, indicating that this delamination 

fracture may be of a ductile nature rather than brittle as previously described in literature. 

The so called “contemporary” brittle delamination fracture characterized by Su et al. [25] in 

Figure 2.16 featured significantly different fracture characteristics when compared to the tradi- 

tional delamination fracture. The entire fracture surface exhibited cleavage facets typical of a 

brittle failure rather than the mixed smooth and brittle surface observed previously in Figure 2.13. 

At higher magnifications included in Figure 2.16, Su et al. noted cleavage on specific planes (re- 

gion 1), and macrodimples on the remaining fracture surface (region 2), leading to the conclusion 

that this delamination fracture type had both ductile and brittle characteristics [25]. 

A second study that investigated wire fracture behavior was conducted by Tanaka et al. [26] to 

determine whether delamination fracture was of a ductile or brittle nature. In this study, the fracture 

surface near the edge of a delaminated wire was compared to one wire sample that was impact 

tested at 120 K, meant to simulate fracture due to low temperature embrittlement, and one sample 

that underwent a simple shear test, meant to represent a ductile fracture.  It was perceived that  

the resultant smooth, almost featureless delamination fracture surface was most like the fracture 

surface of the simple shear tested specimen; the two resultant fracture surfaces are depicted in 
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Figure 2.15: Radial lines found in the spiral-type delamination fracture with the “tornado-like” 
structure highlighted by the white dashed line [25]. The wire axis is assumed to be aligned hori- 
zontally with respect to the page. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.16: Evidence of two distinct planes of fracture with cleavage (1) on certain planes and 
macrodimples (2) on the others found in the non-uniform delamination fracture [25]. The wire axis 
is assumed to be aligned horizontally with respect to the page. 
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Figure 2.17. Due to the absence of both dimples associated with ductile failure and cleavage planes 

indicating brittle failure, Tanaka et al. concluded that delamination failure cannot be explicitly 

described as ductile or brittle. 

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.17: SEM images of the fracture surface of (a) a delamination crack at a position near the 
wire edge and (b) a shear crack generated via a simple shear test [26]. The wire composition fell 
between 0.79-0.84 wt pct carbon and 0.2-1.5 wt pct silicon. 

 

Tanaka et al. also noted that the smooth delamination fracture surface was similar to the flat 

fracture surface caused by hydrogen embrittlement in steel [26]. In a study reviewed by Tanaka, 

Martin et al. [27] discovered significant dislocation accumulation immediately beneath a hydrogen 

embrittled fracture surface through TEM analysis; Tanaka suggested this region of high disloca- 

tion density under the fracture surface may also be present in delaminated wires [26, 27]. As 

stated previously, dislocations have been found to accumulate at the ferrite-cementite interface be- 

tween lamellae; this understanding and the comments regarding dislocation accumulation made by 

Tanaka imply that the ferrite-cementite interface may be a location prone to delamination crack 

initiation and propagation. 

Ibaraki et al. [28] presented another notable fracture analysis pertaining to wire delamination. 

Torsion testing was conducted at a very slow strain rate so that the test could be stopped immedi- 

ately after delamination initiated; this experimental design ensured that the fracture surfaces would 

not come into contact with one another following the onset of delamination. Separation of the frac- 
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ture surfaces for analysis was done at liquid nitrogen temperatures so that the room temperature 

delamination fracture would be discernible from the post-torsion testing fracture. Microscopic 

observation of the fracture surface revealed a failure mode that the authors referred to as “inter- 

granular ductile” fracture and showed that delamination initiated within a region of thick ferrite. 

From the studies described in this section, it is evident that the fracture features of delaminated 

wire surfaces cannot be classified solely as a brittle fracture. All three authors whose work was pre- 

sented here described both ductile and brittle characteristics within the observed fracture surfaces. 

It is also worth noting again that delamination fracture occurs in the planes experiencing shear 

stresses that are typically associated with ductile failure. Further investigation of the mechanisms 

of delamination failure may assist in determining how delamination failure should be classified. 

2.3 Delamination Mechanisms 
 

There is not a single mechanism by which delamination in wire is understood to clearly orig- 

inate. Two popular mechanisms that have been proposed for how delamination initiates during 

torsion are (1) through the generation of surface shear bands where non-uniform deformation leads 

to damage and cracking and (2) through void nucleation and growth on globular and fragmented 

cementite particles. In this section, these two mechanisms are discussed in detail. 

2.3.1 Surface Shear Banding 
 

One of the primary mechanisms by which delamination is thought to occur is through the 

formation and splitting of surface shear bands. Many studies have observed the generation of 

localized shear bands on the wire surface during torsional loading and attributed low ductility and 

the occurrence of delamination to this non-uniform deformation [16, 29, 30]. Shear bands have 

been found to be narrow (< 1 µm), yet experience high levels of shear deformation in comparison 

to the bulk material. As a result, high plastic strains are present locally in these shear band regions, 

while the overall ductility of the wire is decreased by way of delamination initiation [7, 31]. 

The progression of longitudinal shear band generation during torsional loading is shown in 

Figure 2.18.  On a uniform wire surface, the first shear bands form parallel to the wire axis just 
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after yielding; plastic deformation is believed to initiate small voids within the bands possibly on 

ferrite-cementite interfaces where there is a large build-up of dislocations [13]. As the wire twisting 

continues, the first shear bands may rotate along with the larger, lesser deformed wire regions, 

forming a helical pattern on the wire surface. New shear bands will continue to form, initially 

parallel to the wire axis throughout this process, and larger voids may form at the intersections  

of helical and longitudinal shear bands [29]. The severe plastic deformation imparted to the wire 

during loading can lead to the coalescence of voids generated within the shear bands and the 

formation of a crack which propagates along the length of the band, causing delamination. While 

either method of generating voids may lead to delamination, Lefever et al. [29] observed that 

microcracks generated by void coalescence in the initial shear bands were more likely to cause 

delamination than the large voids found at shear band intersection points. 

 

Figure 2.18: Formation of longitudinal shear bands and voids during torsional deformation [29]. 
 
 
2.3.2 Globular Cementite and Microvoid Nucleation 

 
Another proposed mechanism for delamination initiation is the growth and coalescence of mi- 

crovoids initiated at globular cementite interfaces, ferrite-pearlite interfaces, and nonmetallic inclu- 

sions; globular cementite has been found to be the most common location for microvoid initiation 

sites [8, 13]. 

Globular cementite is formed through cementite coarsening that occurs during wire draw-   

ing [8, 13]. Carbon diffusion is involved in one mechanism leading to the partial spheroidization of 

cementite; through destabilization of cementite and interstitial atom interactions with dislocations, 
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carbon can move to form a more stable globular morphology. A second mechanism for globular- 

ization during wire drawing is where pearlite lamellae aligned transverse to the wire axis wrinkle 

and buckle rather than elongate with increasing strain, as they cannot achieve a favorable orienta- 

tion with the drawing direction [8, 11]. This cementite deformation behavior is greatly dependent 

on the cementite thickness and its orientation with respect to the drawing axis in addition to the 

stress states imposed by wire drawing [8]. 

Figure 2.19 shows three types of cementite deformation during wire drawing and the resulting 

globular cementite morphologies; the longitudinal wire axis for this figure is aligned top to bottom 

with respect to the page. Type I deformation is characterized by the formation of globular cementite 

at points of tight curling or fragmentation of cementite lamellae. Type II is associated with severely 

buckled lamellae that have not fractured; globular cementite will form in the central necked region 

of the buckle. Finally, type III deformation results in severely buckled lamellae that have fractured; 

as strain increases, the fractured pieces will narrow and globular cementite is suggested to form  

at the apices of the unbroken bent cementite lamellae. In all three deformation types, it can be 

noted that bent cementite lamellae oriented unfavorably with respect to the wire drawing axis will 

continue to bend and move closer together as drawing strain increases [8]. 

During torsional loading, globular cementite particles are prime microvoid initiation sites due 

to the potential for high stress concentrations around these particles [8, 11, 13]. Of the three types 

of deformation leading to the formation of globular cementite discussed here, types I and II have 

been found to be more prominent in generating voids [8]. Additionally, voids and delamination 

cracking initiating near regions of bent lamellae were observed by Suzuki et al. using SEM [32]. 

Depending on the applied stresses and the number of microvoids generated during torsion, mi- 

crovoids will coalesce to form cracks and propagate along the most favorable path; if the crack 

propagates along the wire axis, delamination will occur [11, 13]. 
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Figure 2.19: Deformation of cementite lamellae and formation of globular cementite during wire 
drawing through a progression from A to D. The wire drawing axis is aligned top to bottom in this 
diagram [8]. 

 
2.4 Parameters Influencing Delamination 

 
The likelihood of delamination occurrence during torsion is affected by a wide variety of 

microstructural characteristics and processing parameters. At the microstructural level, pearlite 

colony texture, ILS, degree of cementite dissolution, and inclusions have been associated with 

delamination fracture. Residual stresses and dislocation density caused by plastic deformation 

during wire drawing are also considered to have a role in its initiation [5, 8, 9, 10]. Addition-  

ally, many studies have found that wires with higher strength levels were more likely to delami- 

nate [5, 6, 7, 11]. 

2.4.1 Characteristics of Wires that Delaminate 
 

The microstructural features that influence delamination can often be directly related to the 

wire drawing process. Patenting wire rod prior to drawing can influence the thickness of the 

pearlite lamellae as well as the drawing behavior. During wire drawing, applied drawing strains 

and non-uniform plastic deformation can impart residual stresses near the wire surface and increase 

dislocation density;  altering the internal stress state of the drawn wire will also change the defor- 
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mation behavior during torsion [15, 16]. Finally, dynamic strain aging (DSA) during wire drawing 

and static strain aging (SSA) during hot-dip galvanizing can lead to cementite dissolution and an 

increase or decrease in wire ductility depending on aging times and temperatures [6, 11, 33]. 

Of the mentioned parameters that may cause delamination, residual stresses, ILS, and texture 

are most commonly discussed in literature. Residual stresses are a result of modifications to the 

stress state of the wire stemming from the reduction of wire diameter. As applied forces reduce 

the wire diameter, the pearlite lamellae are elongated and interfacial area between the ferrite and 

cementite lamellae increases; this interfacial area is a prime location for internal stresses to be 

generated during deformation, leaving residual stresses in the final drawn product. 

In die drawing, the surface of the wire experiences greater amounts of plastic deformation 

when compared to the core, resulting in non-uniform deformation and thus variations in residual 

stresses across the diameter of the wire [1]. To understand the change in stress state across the wire 

diameter, Hu et al. [6] measured circumferential residual shear stress from the surface to the core 

using x-ray diffraction; the results of this experiment are shown in Figure 2.20. Thin layers of steel 

were removed using a corrosive solution in order to measure the residual stress below the wire 

surface; a correction factor was incorporated into the measurement to account for stress relaxation 

caused by dissolution. This research found that the circumferential residual stress caused by plastic 

deformation during wire drawing is significantly higher at the surface than the core. The presence 

of a residual stress gradient within the wire will alter the typical deformation behavior during 

torsion testing, promoting the initiation of delamination. 

The ILS of pearlite in wires can be directly related to strength by a Hall-Petch relationship 

where the finer the ILS, the higher the strength of the steel [19, 34]. Studies such as those per- 

formed by Bae et al. [19] and Nam et al. [8] showed that finer ILS was also associated with more 

homogeneous deformation (fewer regions of stress localization) during torsional loading, leading 

to ductile failure. Nam et al. [8] also observed that coarser pearlite with large ILS was more likely 

to delaminate than finer ILS due to localized deformation characterized by shear banding. In an- 

other study, Shimizu et al. [13] noted a higher propensity for delamination to occur in thick ferrite 
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Figure 2.20: Measured and corrected residual stress distribution across the cross section of pearlitic 
wire with a composition containing 0.82 wt pct carbon and 0.25 wt pct silicon. Corrected values 
account for the stress relaxation caused by the corrosion solution used to remove layers of the wire 
surface [6]. 

 
regions (either regions of proeutectoid ferrite or ferrite within bent cementite lamellae) rather than 

thin regions, possibly due to a build-up of dislocations leading to the creation of large voids such 

as seen in Figure 2.21; these thick ferrite regions are more commonly found in coarse pearlite with 

larger ILS. From these findings, it appears that ILS plays a significant role in the occurrence of 

delamination. 

 

Figure 2.21: Progression of microvoid (depicted as ovals within the ferrite) initiation and coales- 
cence between pearlite colonies during torsional deformation [13]. 
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Texture has also been closely analyzed as a potential cause of delamination. Section 2.2.1 men- 

tioned that the degree and rate of crack propagation was dependent on the orientation of pearlite 

colonies within the drawn wire. Further investigation established that during the wire drawing pro- 

cess, the pearlite colonies will align into a <110>α type texture along the wire axis; some {001}α 

planes will also align parallel to this axis [16]. Figure 2.22 relates this well established crystal- 

lographic texture within the wire to the ability for a crack to propagate. The bottom portion of 

this figure depicts the idea that a more direct path for crack propagation along the ferrite-cementite 

interfaces will form when more colonies become favorably oriented with (100)α planes parallel to 

the wire axis.   Beyond the strong <110>α  texture, colonies can also be oriented in either a fiber 

or cyclic texture depending on the alignment of (001)α planes. Fiber texture has been defined as 

having uniaxial symmetry about the wire axis [31]. It has been reported that in cyclically textured 

wire, a greater number of (100)α planes is similarly aligned in the drawing axis than in a wire 

with fiber texture, potentially increasing the likelihood for delamination [13]. Drawn wire has 

been found to exhibit a cyclic texture near the surface and a fiber texture towards the center, an 

observation that supports the idea that delamination initiates near the wire surface and is especially 

detrimental since maximum stress and strain occur at the surface [29]. 

 

Figure 2.22: Comparison of texture types and their corresponding crack paths. If there is preferred 
orientation of the pearlitic colonies, crack propagation can be more efficient [13]. 
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2.4.2 Predicting Delamination 
 

Many studies have attempted to predict delamination occurrence in high strength wire through 

correlation with other mechanical properties. UTS, yield strength-to-UTS ratio, reduction of area, 

and shear yield strength are a few such mechanical properties that have been analyzed. 

UTS is the most common metric used to discern wires that will delaminate from those that 

exhibit ductile failure as it is well understood that increasing wire strength also increases the like- 

lihood of delamination [5, 6, 11, 35]. A study conducted by Park et al. [36] determined that  

wires below a critical tensile strength did not delaminate and those above did delaminate; addition- 

ally, alloying with chromium was observed to increase this critical strength threshold to a higher 

value. The tensile strength was also dependent on wire diameter; as diameter increases, the critical 

strength for delamination occurrence decreases [20, 25]. Su et al. [25] compared bead wire UTS 

to percent brittle fracture (the percent of wires at a given strength that delaminated) and interpreted 

that there was a parabolic relationship between the two metrics; as tensile strength increased, the 

percent of wires that delaminated also increased as shown in Figure 2.23a. Su et al. noted some 

outliers to this trend, indicated by arrows in this figure, where high tensile strength did not lead to 

an increase in delamination fractures. It was suggested that there is a “buffer zone,” a region where 

the percent brittle fracture is lower for some wires than expected for the given tensile strength and 

therefore did not fit the parabolic trend. 

Another mechanical property parameter analyzed by Su et al. [25] to predict delamination was 

the yield strength-to-UTS (YS/UTS) ratio. This ratio is characteristic of the ability of the wire to 

work harden, which is important for drawability during wire processing; the lower the YS/UTS 

ratio, the higher the capacity for work hardening. By heat treating or thermomechanically treating 

the same starting drawn wire condition by methods not explicitly stated, Su et al. modified the 

YS/UTS ratio of the wire while maintaining a similar UTS. As shown in Figure 2.23b, a parabolic 

trend similar to that of the tensile strength versus percent brittle fracture was believed to describe 

the effect of YS/UTS on torsional performance; as the YS/UTS ratio approached 100 percent 

where wires had minimal capacity for work hardening, the percent of wires that delaminated also 
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increased. Additionally, many outliers from this trend (indicated by arrows in the figure) again 

indicated a “buffer zone” where an increase in YS/UTS ratio did not always predict torsional 

ductility, and therefore this ratio cannot be used solely to predict delamination occurrence. 

 
 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.23: Relationships between percent brittle fracture, or percent of wires that delaminated, 
and (a) ultimate tensile strength and (b) yield strength to ultimate tensile strength ratio. Both trends 
were said to exhibit a parabolic shape with a “buffer zone” where outliers did not fit the indicated 
trend [25]. 

 
The third tensile property considered in the literature to influence delamination was reduction 

of area. Reduction of area is said to be indicative in wires of the degree of cementite decomposi- 

tion where an increase in cementite decomposition results in a decrease in the reduction of area; 

the cementite decomposition and resultant changes in microstructure are modified by the wire 

drawing process and are known to affect delamination. As part of a study previously mentioned, 

Park et al. [36] determined that reduction of area was not a good predictor of delamination as de- 

lamination occurred across a similar range of reduction of area for conditions that showed ductile 

failure in torsion. 

Shear yield strength was the final parameter compared to delamination occurrence as it is 

closely related to the stress state and critical stress intensity factor of the wire during torsion. 
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Delamination fracture is commonly considered to be a mix of mode I and mode II fractures. The 

stress intensity factor, KC, associated with these fracture modes characterizes the driving force 

available to propagate a delamination crack and is directly affected by the effective stress, σe f f 

and crack size, a, as seen in Equation 2.1; the crack size could be related to shear bands, microvoid 

size, or defect size [20, 29]. A critical stress intensity factor is reached and subsequently leads to 

delamination when a critical combination of stress and crack size is achieved. 

KC = ασe f f   √πa (2.1) 

During torsion, the highest effective stress experienced by the wire is achieved at low strains 

just after yielding according to detailed simulations completed by Lefever et al. and shown in 

Figure 2.24a [29]. The calculation of effective stress included a normal stress component per- 

pendicular to the wire lamellae and a shear stress component parallel to wire lamellae; when the 

effective stress is at its peak, an existing crack can grow and the wire is most likely to delami- 

nate [29]. Figure 2.24b shows that just after yielding (at a plastic shear strain of zero), the normal 

stress is essentially zero, so at this stage in torsion the effective stress is controlled primarily by the 

shear yield strength of the wire. As a result of these findings, it was proposed that the shear yield 

strength is the critical factor controlling delamination crack propagation of the wires. In a mod- 

eling condition which did not include delamination, normal stresses were calculated to become 

compressive in directions perpendicular to the crack plane, however, and close any existing cracks 

that may initiate delamination as the shear strains increase [29]; the increasingly compressive nor- 

mal stress is depicted in Figure 2.24b. To investigate the influence of yield strength on torsional 

behavior, Shimizu et al. [20] conducted a study to compare the torsional properties of as-blued 

and as-drawn wires; bluing treatments were intended to increase the yield strength of the as-drawn 

wire, but maintain the tensile strength. As a result of the increased shear yield strength, many of 

the as-blued wires were observed to delaminate, leading to the conclusion that shear yield strength 

is the factor driving delamination occurrence [20]. 
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(a) 
 

(b)  
 

Figure 2.24: (a) Modeled evolution of select stresses during plastic deformation in torsion. 
(b) Normalized effective stress and normal stress modeled for a crack initiated at the onset of 
yielding; a negative value of normal stress indicates the stress is compressive and will tend to keep 
cracks closed. Both plots show the effective stress to be a maximum immediately after yielding 
(corresponding to the shear strain value of 0) [29]. Plot (b) is adapted from [29]. 
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CHAPTER 3 

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

 

3.1 Materials Selection 
 

The materials for this work were selected to explore the effect of carbon and silicon alloying 

on the mechanical properties of drawn eutectoid wire. Steel compositions of industrially processed 

as-received pearlitic wires are given in Table 3.1 and include an alloy with low silicon (0.92 wt pct 

C, 0.2 wt pct Si), an alloy with high silicon (0.92 wt pct C, 1.2 wt pct Si), and an alloy with 

higher carbon and low silicon (1.0 wt pct C, 0.2 wt pct Si). Earlier work by Pennington was also 

conducted with the low silicon and high silicon wire compositions, so the current work extended 

the previous analysis by considering higher carbon levels [12]. 

 
Table 3.1: Chemical Compositions of High Strength Steel Wires 

 
wt pct C Mn Si Ni Cr Mo Al N S P Cu 

0.92 C-0.2 Si 0.93 0.33 0.22 0.016 0.23 0.005 0.001 0.005 0.004 0.006 0.014 
1.0 C-0.2 Si 1.01 0.33 0.22 0.016 0.23 0.004 0.001 0.003 0.004 0.008 0.011 

0.92 C-1.2 Si 0.94 0.32 1.24 0.013 0.23 0.004 0.001 0.004 0.004 0.005 0.012 

 
During wire production, the hot-rolled wire rods underwent a series of processing and drawing 

steps to achieve the final wire diameter, surface finish, and properties, which are summarized in Ta- 

ble 3.2. Initially, wire rods of the three compositions were industrially hot-rolled to two diameters, 

13 mm or 12.5 mm; rods were Stelmor cooled upon completion of the rolling process. The different 

initial wire rod diameters were intended to develop three wire conditions of near-equivalent tensile 

strengths; with strengths equated, it could be determined if changes in torsional performance were 

due to differences in wire composition and processing rather than differences in tensile strength. 

Accordingly, the high silicon alloy was rolled to the smaller, 12.5 mm, diameter to reduce the de- 

gree of strengthening attained from strain hardening during wire drawing, which compensated for 
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the initially higher strength of the high silicon wire in comparison to the other two wire composi- 

tions. 

From the starting rod diameters, half of the material was directly drawn to the final wire diam- 

eter (5.3 mm) and half underwent a predrawing step where needed (to 12.5 mm) prior to industrial 

lead patenting. The predrawn wire rods were patented and subsequently drawn to the final wire 

diameter. The drawing reduction for Stelmor cooled and direct drawn wires was approximately 

83 pct for an initial diameter of 13 mm and 82 pct for an initial diameter of 12.5 mm; all lead 

patented wires experienced an 82 pct reduction after patenting. Finally, for both the Stelmor cooled 

and lead patented wires of all compositions, half of the drawn wire was industrially hot-dip gal- 

vanized while the other half was left uncoated. Hot-dip galvanizing is typically performed at a 

temperature of about 450 °C for approximately 10 seconds. 

 
Table 3.2: Processing History of Wire Samples 

 

 
In this work, wire condition identification is simplified into an abbreviated nomenclature to 

distinguish carbon and silicon contents, processing conditions, and surface finish. Table 3.3 gives 

the abbreviations used to refer to each condition; an example of this nomenclature would be LC-

LSi-S-AD, referring to the low carbon, low silicon alloy, Stelmor cooled, as-drawn sample. 

3.2 Heat Treatments Designed to Simulate Aging at Elevated Temperatures 
 

In this section, the objective of the planned heat treatment matrix applied to all as-drawn wire 

conditions is explained and the salt pot heat treatment procedure is described. A trial comparing 

wire surface temperature to molten salt temperature during heat treatments is also discussed. 
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Table 3.3: Nomenclature Used to Identify Steels and Wire Conditions 
 

Term Abbreviation 
Low Carbon (0.92 wt pct) LC 
High Carbon (1.0 wt pct) HC 
Low Silicon (0.2 wt pct) LSi 
High Silicon (1.2 wt pct) HSi 

Stelmor Cooled S 
Lead Patented P 

As-Drawn AD 
Galvanized G 

Experimental Heat Treatment Conditions Temperature (°C)/Time (s) 

 
3.2.1 Heat Treatment Matrix 

 
A heat treatment matrix was designed to identify time-temperature combinations relevant to 

industrial processing that wire could be heat treated and not experience delamination failure dur- 

ing torsional loading. Before a matrix could be developed, the previous work of Pennington [12] 

was carefully reviewed in order to better understand the previously observed effects of galvanizing 

temperatures on the mechanical properties of wire, more specifically the propensity for delami- 

nation. Table 3.4 shows the aging heat treatments completed by Pennington. Torsion testing of  

the heat treated wires showed delamination to occur at the shortest immersion time of 10 s for all 

temperatures, and delamination failure was observed in wires across the entire matrix except at 

high temperatures and long times; exact treatment times and temperatures at which a transition in 

failure mechanism occurred were dependent on the wire condition. Although delamination was 

prevented at these high temperatures and long times, the resultant strength loss was too severe for 

industrial application of the wires. 

A summary of the matrix of heat treatments on each wire condition conducted in the work is 

given in Table 3.5. The first objective was to determine at what point in time delamination is initi- 

ated for three temperatures related to hot-dip galvanizing. The three temperatures 425 °C, 450 °C, 

and 475 °C were selected because 450 °C is the temperature at which the wire is typically hot-dip 

galvanized, while 425 °C and 475 °C are temperatures near the minimum and maximum tem- 
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Table 3.4: Experimental Matrix of Post-Drawing Heat Treatments Completed by Pennington [12] 
 

Temperature/Time 10 s 20 s 30 s 60 s 
350 °C x x x x 
400 °C x x x x 
450 °C x x x x 
500 °C x x x x 

 
peratures that could be comfortably used for hot-dip galvanizing in industry. Since Pennington’s 

results showed ductile failure in the as-received, as-drawn condition and delamination failure at the 

shortest immersion time of 10 s, the heat treatment matrix included shorter times than previously 

tested. The wires were heat treated at each of the three temperatures for times of 1 s, 5 s, 10 s, 

and 20 s. By adding the 1 s and 5 s times, more detailed profiles of strength and microstructural 

evolution as a function of aging conditions could be developed and the time required to develop 

wires susceptible to delamination at the specified temperatures could perhaps be identified. 

The second purpose of the developed matrix was to investigate whether delamination occur- 

rence would diminish at lower aging temperatures. The motivation for this component was to 

determine if new low melting temperature coatings might beneficially replace pure zinc hot-dip 

galvanizing; by lowering the temperature of the surface treatment, cementite spheroidization and 

subsequent strength losses may be reduced. In addition to the three temperatures already men- 

tioned, temperatures of 400 °C, 375 °C, 350 °C, and 325 °C were chosen for the lower temperature 

aging treatments. All treatments at these temperatures were conducted using a 20 s immersion 

time. 

3.2.2 Salt Pot Aging 
 

All wires were heat treated in a salt pot containing 55 pct potassium nitrate, 40 pct sodium 

nitrite, and 5 pct sodium nitrate. The salt pot crucible was heated with a Lindberg furnace and  

the temperature was controlled by a thermocouple located between the furnace lining and the pot. 

An additional thermocouple was placed inside the salt bath immediately before heat treatments 

commenced to measure the salt temperature in the center of the pot where the wires would be 
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Table 3.5: Heat Treatment Matrix Applied to all As-Drawn Wire Conditions 
 

Temperature/Time 1 s 5 s 10 s 20 s 
325 °C    x 
350 °C    x 
375 °C    x 
400 °C    x 
425 °C x x x x 
450 °C x x x x 
475 °C x x x x 

 
treated. Treatments were conducted sequentially for four samples at a time so that significant 

cooling of the salt did not occur due to the bath surface being exposed to the ambient specimen 

and room temperature during treatments. After the wires were heat treated for the alloted time, 

samples were removed from the salt pot and immediately water-quenched to room temperature; 

samples were then placed in a freezer to prevent additional aging. Between each grouping of 

wires, sufficient time was taken to allow the salt to stabilize at the desired temperature. 

In the previous work, Pennington determined a temperature zone within the salt pot where  

the wire would be exposed to a uniform salt temperature; a schematic of the salt pot with this 

uniform temperature zone is depicted in Figure 3.1 [12]. Sample lengths were chosen so that the 

gage sections of the tensile and torsion samples would be within this uniform temperature region; 

details will be discussed in a later section. 

3.2.3 Evaluation of Wire Surface Temperature during Heat Treatments 
 

An investigation of wire surface temperature was conducted to determine the surface tempera- 

ture of the wire over the time range selected for wire heat treatments, as the wire surface may not 

achieve the designated temperature at short times. In the salt pot, wire heat treatments were run at 

450 °C to measure the actual surface temperature of the wires at each of the outlined heat treatment 

times. A K-type thermocouple was spot welded to the wire surface to measure the temperature at 

the surface of the wire sample. The sample was placed in the salt pot and temperature was recorded 

continuously at 1 s intervals during the time it was submerged in the salt.  This process was repli- 
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the salt pot used for heat treating wire showing the wire specimen’s 
location within the pot during heat treatments and the uniform temperature zone. All indicated 
dimensions are in millimeters (mm). The depicted cover at the top of the pot was removed for 
specimen immersion [12]. 

 
cated five times to ensure an accurate temperature profile was obtained. The change in surface 

temperature over the heat treatment time is shown in Figure 3.2; temperature measurements at the 

time intervals of 1 s, 5 s, 10 s, 20 s, 30 s, and 60 s were collected for each trial and the averages of 

these temperatures are summarized in Table 3.6. 

 
Table 3.6: Average Salt Pot Surface Temperatures at Critical Immersion Times 

 
Time 1 s 5 s 10 s 20 s 30 s 60 s 

Average Surface Temperature 130 °C 284 °C 362 °C 418 °C 433 °C 447 °C 

 
The temperature profiles generated from these trials revealed that the surface temperature of 

the wires heat treated at 450 °C did not in fact achieve the desired temperature until about a 60 s 

submersion time. At the maximum time chosen for the heat treatment trials in this work (20 s), 

the wire surface temperature was approximately 30 °C lower than the salt temperature. Based on 

the observed results, it is clear that the heat treatment temperatures selected for the experimental 
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Figure 3.2: Wire surface temperature evolution with immersion time at 450 °C for five wire sam- 
ples. 

 
matrix do not accurately describe the true temperature experienced by the treated wires. Although 

these designated temperatures only describe the temperature of the salt bath in which the specimens 

were treated in, thebath temperatures will be used to identify the wire conditions. For the purpose 

of comparison of experimentally heat treated wires to industrially hot-dip galvaized wires, it can 

be concluded that the wire surface temperatures achieved in the salt pot may differ from those 

achieved in an industrial liquid zinc bath; this difference in temperature would be dependent on the 

rates of heat transfer for the salt used in these heat treatments and the liquid zinc used in industrial 

hot-dip galvanizing processes. 

3.3 Mechanical Testing 
 

The following sections outline the preparation of wire samples from the as-received coil con- 

dition for mechanical testing. Torsion and tension testing were the primary mechanical testing 

methods used for this study and the basic procedures are described later in this section. 
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3.3.1 Wire Straightening 
 

Wires were received in the coiled condition.  Samples cut directly from the coils could not   

be securely fit into the grips used in tensile or torsion testing due to the coil’s small radius of 

curvature, approximately 0.6 m (23.6 in). Options to straighten the wire in-house at Colorado 

School of Mines included using a small rolling mill or the tensile frame. With respect to the 

rolling mill method, concerns included inconsistent degrees of deformation among rolled samples 

and significant heat generation during the straightening process that could affect the wire surface 

microstructure. The tensile frame was also considered, where wires would be pulled in tension to 

strain the wire just past the yield strength in order to achieve a straight sample. While this method 

allowed for consistent strain to be put on each sample and did not generate heat, modifying the 

residual stress state of the wire would have negatively affected subsequent mechanical tests. 

After discussions with Bekaert, it was determined that the best method for straightening the 

wire while minimizing strain and heat generation would be to use a hand straightener shown in 

Figure 3.3. This straightener consists of three pulleys or rolls, each containing a groove with a 

radius of 5.5 mm (0.22 in); the top roll can be adjusted up and down by a screw system. Consistent 

strains may be applied to each sample run through the straightener by adjusting the top roll height to 

a fixed position. After adjusting the roll heights, samples may be pulled through by hand, applying 

a uniform force along the length of the samples. While this method does affect the surface residual 

stress state of the wires, the impact is believed to be minimal when compared to other options, and 

is representative of industrial practice. 

3.3.2 Torsion Testing 
 

Torsion testing of the wires was conducted on an Instru-Met test frame modified for torsion 

as seen in Figure 3.4. The apparatus includes a 226 N-m (2000 in-lb) load cell, sliding assembly 

base that is designed to transmit torque without imposing an axial load on the sample, and grips 

designed and machined by Pennington to hold the wire that attach to the load cell and base [12]. 

Testing was performed at a constant rotational speed of 0.5 revolutions per minute; this low speed 
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Figure 3.3: Straightener consisting of three grooved rolls that guide the wire while applying uni- 
form strains; equipment was provided by Bekaert. 

 
ensures that any heat generated during testing is sufficiently dissipated to avoid changes in the 

microstructure [12]. The distance between gripped ends was 13.4 mm (5.25 in) for all samples and 

three specimens for each wire condition were tested. 

Surface shear strains at delamination, surface shear stresses at delamination, and 0.2 pct offset 

shear yield strengths were calculated from the resultant torque-twist curves generated from the 

torsion tests. Equation 3.1 allows for the conversion of number of revolutions to surface shear 

strain where r is the wire radius, L is the gage length, and θ is the angle of twist typically expressed 

in radians [37]. Radians can be determined by multiplying the number of revolutions by 2π. γ = � (3.2) 

The procedure developed by Nadai was employed to calculate the surface shear stress at the 

moment of delamination and the 0.2 pct offset shear yield strength [38]. After yielding occurs in 

torsion, torque values from the torque-twist curve can be expressed as surface shear stress using 

Equation 3.2 where r is the wire radius, θ, = θ/L (θ is the angle of twist, L is the gage length), and 
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Figure 3.4: Instru-Met frame modified for torsion testing with grips and wire setup installed. The 
upper grip is attached to the stationary load cell, while the lower grip is attached to the sliding base 
that prevents axial tension or compression by allowing free vertical motion [12]. 

 
MT is the torque.  τ = � + 3�  (3.2) 

 
 

3.3.3 Tensile Testing 

 

 

Tensile testing of as-received wire was conducted on an MTS Alliance RT/100 screw driven 

test frame using v-grip wedges designed exclusively for round samples.   A crosshead velocity of 

2.12 x 10-2  mm/s (8.33 x 10-4  in/s) was used for testing, resulting in an engineering strain rate of 

4.17 x 10-4 s-1. Samples were preloaded to approximately 45 kg (100 lbs) to ensure the wedge teeth 

tightly gripped the samples to avoid slipping during the test. Additionally, a 5.08 cm (2 in) Shepic 

extensometer was employed to measure strain. Three replicate specimens of each condition were 

tested for the as-received condition and one specimen was tested for each heat treated condition. 

The 0.2 pct offset yield strength, UTS, and percent uniform elongation were calculated for each 

tested specimen. 

Galvanized wires were first treated with hydrochloric acid to remove the softer zinc coating  

in order to prevent slippage and to achieve breakage in the gage length. The treatment was con- 

ducted by dipping the wire into the hydrochloric acid until the visible reaction was complete and 

the zinc was absent from the wire; care was taken to prevent a temperature rise in the acid due 
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to the exothermic reaction and wires were cleaned with ethanol immediately after the treatment. 

Verification that the stripped sample tensile properties were indicative of the unstripped galvanized 

wires was conducted and the results are included in Appendix A. 

3.4   Microscopy 
 

Cross-sections oriented parallel to the wire axis, as depicted in Figure 3.5, were of greatest 

interest for the analysis of all wire and wire rod specimens; the cross-sectioned surfaces allowed 

for characterization of the elongated lamellae closest to the surface as this was the region of the wire 

where delamination is anticipated to initiate in torsion. Specimens were arranged and hot-mounted 

in Epomet, ground and diamond polished using traditional techniques, then etched in 4 pct picral. 

Secondary electron images were collected using a JEOL 7000 field emission scanning electron 

microscope (FESEM) with a 10 kV accelerating voltage and spot sizes 3 for wire and 5 for wire 

rod. 

 

Figure 3.5: Longitudinal surface sectioned and prepared for metallographic analysis indicated by 
the shaded region. 

 

Pearlite interlamellar spacings (ILS) were measured for all as-drawn wire and wire rod con- 

ditions to quantitatively compare microstructures and determine the effects of composition and 

processing. It is well understood that the measured (apparent) ILS of pearlite colonies on the ob- 

served plane may not be the true ILS depending on the orientation of the lamellae with respect to 

this plane; if the lamellae are not perpendicular to the observed plane, the measured ILS will be 

larger than the true ILS. Additionally, it is recognized that pearlite ILS can vary within a single 

colony as well as from colony to colony [35]. Since there is not a unique accepted method for mea- 
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suring the ILS of pearlite (neither in literature or industry), multiple methods reviewed by Vander 

Voort [35] and Ridley [39] were considered for this work. Using a single pearlitic steel, Vander 

Voort compared a multitude of methods that employed optical microscopy, SEM, or TEM to mea- 

sure ILS. The circular test grid method was conducted using the SEM or TEM which measured 

the random mean spacing and then applied a multiplying factor (stereological correction) of 0.5  

to estimate the true mean spacing of the pearlite [35]. Another common method was to identify 

the finest observable spacings in the SEM and consider the average of those measurements to be 

the true mean spacing. When comparing all of the calculated true mean spacings of the methods 

tested, Vander Voort found the values to have little deviation from one another [35]. 

Due to the aligned nature of pearlite in heavily drawn wire, a linear intercept method rather than 

a circular intercept method was chosen for this study. The circular intercept method is traditionally 

used for large and minimally deformed pearlite colonies, but the linear intercept method was a 

more suitable representation of the ILS of highly deformed and elongated pearlite colonies. 

For each wire and wire rod condition, five images were taken at random locations near the edge 

of the observable surface. Images were taken at a high enough magnification where the lamellae 

could be resolved, and multiple colonies could be observed so multiple measurements could be 

made in each image. About five measurements were made using each image for a total of at least 

twenty measurements for each condition. Figure 3.6 shows an example SEM image containing the 

reference lines drawn perpendicular to the cementite lamellae used for measuring ILS in a wire 

specimen. The colonies with the smallest apparent pearlite ILS were measured in each image; 

since the selection of colonies was not random, the calculated average ILS is therefore considered 

to be the true mean spacing rather than the random mean spacing. Finally, the error bars herein 

represent the standard error of the mean for each calculated average ILS. 

The lamellar spacings for galvanized wires were assumed to be equivalent to those calculated 

for the corresponding as-drawn condition in order to analyze relationships between microstructure 

and mechanical properties of delaminated wires; the short times and moderate temperatures used 

in hot-dip galvanizing would not be sufficient to significantly change the ILS of the as-drawn 
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Figure 3.6: An example SEM image microstructure showing multiple reference lines used to mea- 
sure ILS of the wire and wire rod. 

 
wires, although morphological changes occurred due to the onset of spheroidization. To make a 

credible ILS measurement, colonies needed to be well defined and contain intact lamellae (without 

fragmentation); spheroidization due to hot-dip galvanizing made it difficult to discern one pearlite 

colony from the next and to find enough consecutive lamellae, making credible ILS measurements 

difficult in these wire conditions. 

To further validate the use of as-drawn ILS values for the galvanized wires, average ILS values 

were compared for one as-drawn and one galvanized wire using the LC-LSi-S condition. Averages 

of 82±5 nm and 90±9 nm were calculated for the as-drawn and galvanized wires, respectively. As 

expected, the galvanized wire had a slightly higher ILS, perhaps due to the onset of spheroidization 

during the galvanizing thermal treatment. The difference between the two conditions is statistically 

insignificant based on the standard error of the means and therefore it is safe to assume that they 

are equivalent for further comparisons. 
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CHAPTER 4 

AS-RECEIVED WIRE MICROSTRUCTURES AND PROPERTIES 
 
 

This chapter presents the microstructures and mechanical properties of the as-received wires 

and explores differences in these properties caused by processing path, alloy composition and 

post-drawing heat treatment. The primary objective of this analysis was to determine if microstruc- 

ture and tensile properties were indicative of torsional performance of the wire conditions studied. 

4.1 Microscopy 
 

Microstructural analysis was conducted on all as-received wire rod and wire sample conditions 

in order to quantitatively and qualitatively compare the ILS and features of each pearlitic mi- 

crostructure. In each specimen, features commonly cited in literature to be related to delamination 

initiation in torsion were noted and their relative quantities were compared between wires that de- 

laminated and wires that did not. These features of interest are highlighted in the example shown in 

Figure 4.1 and include: globular or spheroidized cementite particles, fragmented cementite lamel- 

lae, bent or wrinkled lamellae caused by wire drawing, and thick ferrite regions. Regions of coarser 

or “thick” ferrite are defined as regions where ferrite thickness was greater than within the thinned 

pearlitic lamellae; thick ferrite can either be regions of proeutectoid ferrite or regions where lamel- 

lae were bent during drawing and result in ferrite lamellae that appear enlarged compared to the 

lamellae aligned with the drawing axis. These locations within the drawn microstructure are prime 

sites for dislocation accumulation at boundaries, leading to strain gradients that may progress into 

microvoid nucleation and delamination during torsion [8, 20]. 

4.1.1 Wire Rod Analysis 
 

Secondary electron images were recorded for wire rods of the three alloy compositions in the 

Stelmor cooled condition and selected micrographs of each condition are included in Figure 4.2. 

Processing steps completed to achieve these wire rod conditions were hot-rolling to the desired 
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Figure 4.1: FESEM image of an example microstructure of a high carbon, low silicon, Stelmor 
cooled, galvanized wire highlighting features of interest that have been found to influence delami- 
nation initiation. The circled features include (1) globular or spheroidized cementite, (2) fragmen- 
tation of lamellae, (3) bent or wrinkled lamellae, and (4) thick ferrite regions. 

 
diameter, then Stelmor cooling to form the desired microstructure. The low carbon, high silicon 

wire rod was rolled to a smaller diameter of 12.5 mm compared to the other two at 13 mm; is 

important to emphasize this difference in wire rod diameter, as increasing diameter has been shown 

in the literature to slow the rate of temperature loss and pearlite transformation during air cooling 

processes, such as Stelmor cooling [40]. 

All wire rod conditions exhibited a pearlitic microstructure with large, well-defined colonies. 

At this stage in processing, there was minimal alignment of the lamellae with the rolling direction. 

Additionally, no large inclusions were observed in any of the microstructures. Significant frag- 

mentation of the cementite lamellae was improbable, as no major deformation had yet occurred 

after the pearlite transformationat this stage in the wire-making process, so lamellae that appear 

fragmented may reflect the orientation of the colony with respect to the plane of observation. Fi- 

nally, regions of “thick” ferrite between pearlite colonies were observed in multiple images for all 

compositions, but none of the compositions appeared to have larger quantities than the others. 
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(a) (b) 
 

(c) 

Figure 4.2: Representative FESEM images of wire rod pearlitic microstructures for each wire 
composition: (a) LC-LSi, (b) HC-LSi, and (c) LC-HSi. The observed surface is a longitudinal 
plane parallel to the wire rod axis that was picral etched. The rolling direction is oriented horizontal 
to the page. 
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Average ILS values were determined, and the results are depicted in Figure 4.3, which provides 

the average values in addition to error bars representing the standard error of the mean. LC-HSi 

had the lowest average ILS of the alloying conditions and appeared to have smaller colonies in 

Figure 4.2c; the observed finer features of the LC-HSi alloy microstructure were attributed to the 

addition of silicon [2, 41]. Silicon has been noted to elevate the position of the pearlite “C-curve” 

in the TTT diagram [41]. Thus, it might be hypothesized that silicon increases the undercooling 

and thus the driving force for pearlite formation. A greater driving force at any transformation 

temperature might be expected to generate a finer ILS. 

Regarding the increased carbon additions to the base alloy, the HC-LSi composition resulted 

in a larger average ILS than the base alloy, LC-LSi; the increased addition of carbon from the base 

alloy was not believed to appreciably modify the pearlite transformation. Additionally, this wire 

rod condition appeared to have the largest pearlite colony size compared to the other conditions. 

 

Figure 4.3: Average ILS measurements for each wire rod including error bars representing the 
standard error of the data set. At least twenty ILS measurements were made for each wire condi- 
tion. 
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4.1.2 Wire Analysis 
 

Representative secondary electron images for all as-received wire conditions were chosen to 

determine ILS and to observe microstructural characteristics including the features of interest that 

may impact delamination occurrence; the collection of these micrographs are contained in Sec- 

tion B.1 in Appendix B and the average ILS values are depicted in Figure 4.4. Select micrographs 

from the Appendix are reproduced here to discuss effects of processing path, composition, and 

galvanizing treatments on the wire microstructure. 

 

Figure 4.4: Average ILS for each wire condition including error bars representing the standard 
error of the data set. The LC-Si-S wire rod was rolled to a slightly smaller diameter that the other 
two compositions. At least twenty ILS measurements were made for each wire condition. 

 
In the as-drawn conditions for all Stelmor cooled and lead patented wires, pearlite colonies 

were thinned and elongated and the lamellae were aligned with the drawing direction. The few 

regions where lamellae were not aligned with the drawing direction contained buckled lamellae, 

globular cementite particles, and/or thick ferrite.  All colonies exhibited small amounts of frag- 
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mented cementite whether the colony’s lamellae were elongated and aligned with the drawing 

axis or were bent; an example of fragmented cementite was previously identified as feature 2 in 

Figure 4.1. 

In contrast, the galvanized wire specimens all exhibited partial spheroidization that was char- 

acteristic of aging treatments intermixed with some continuous or moderately fragmented pearlite 

lamellae; a higher magnification micrograph of the LC-HSi-S-G wire condition is provided in Fig- 

ure 4.5 to highlight features of interest. Generally, the individual pearlite colonies were more diffi- 

cult to distinguish from one another than in the as-drawn microstructures. Bent lamellae were more 

prone to spheroidization during galvanizing than the lamellae oriented with the drawing direction; 

an example of bent lamellae that were spheroidized is identified as feature 1 in the figure.  Ar-  

eas with high degrees of spheroidization contained cementite particles that were often surrounded 

by “thick” ferrite regions, as seen in region 2; the quantity of “thick” ferrite regions observed in 

galvanized wires appeared greater than their as-drawn counterpart. 

 

Figure 4.5: FESEM image of an example microstructure of a LC-HSi-G wire highlighting fea- 
tures of interest in all galvanized wire conditions. The circled feature includes spheroidized bent 
lamellae and regions of thick ferrite surrounding spheroidized cementite.  The observed surface  
is a longitudinal plane parallel to the wire axis. Picral etched. The drawing direction is oriented 
horizontal to the page. 
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While many of the basic characteristics were similar between the Stelmor cooled and lead 

patented microstructures in both the as-drawn and galvanized surface conditions, some notable 

differences were observed; higher magnification micrographs of the LC-HSi-AD wires in the two 

processing path conditions are provided in Figure 4.6 to compare the microstructures in more de- 

tail. For all compositions, the S-AD wire appeared to have a coarser pearlitic microstructure when 

compared to the lead patented wires; this observation was confirmed with ILS calculations sum- 

marized in Figure 4.4, where all Stelmor cooled wires had a larger average ILS than the matching 

lead patented condition. Another noted difference was that the frequency of fragmented cementite 

lamellae was greater in the patented wire (Figure 4.6b) than in the Stelmor cooled wire (Fig-     

ure 4.6a). Fragmentation in S-AD wires occurred primarily in bent cementite lamellae, whereas  

it occurred in both bent lamellae and lamellae aligned with the drawing axis in the lead patented 

conditions. 

The microstructural differences between the lead patented and Stelmor cooled wire conditions 

considered here were expected based on the temperature profiles employed for pearlite formation 

in the two processing paths. During industrial wire processing, a finer and more uniform mi- 

crostructure is achieved via the lead patenting isothermal hold, as the wire experiences a rapid 

drop in temperature after austenitization followed by a constant temperature throughout the phase 

transformation to fine pearlite. In contrast, the Stelmor process involves continuous cooling of the 

austenite; as a result, Stelmor cooled wires experience elevated temperatures for longer times than 

lead patented wires and the Stelmor conditions can lead to coarser pearlite, regions of proeutectoid 

(“thick”) ferrite, and more nonuniform microstructures [42, 43]. The difference in the degree of 

cementite fragmentation also originated from the variations in processing procedures, as the finer 

ILS produced by lead patenting would be more easily fragmented during the wire drawing process. 

The most significant difference between the two processing paths in the galvanized condition 

was that lead patented wires appeared more spheroidized than those that were Stelmor cooled only, 

as shown in Figure 4.7; the initially finer lamellae are likely more easily dissolved during high tem- 

perature aging. Considering all wire compositions, the S-G wire had a greater number of lamellae 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4.6: FESEM images of two example microstructures of LC-HSi-AD wires in the (a) Stelmor 
cooled and (b) lead patented processing paths to compare microstructural features in more detail. 
The observed surface is a longitudinal plane parallel to the wire axis. Picral etched. The drawing 
direction is oriented horizontal to the page. 

 
still intact after galvanizing compared to the P-G wire microstructure; spherodization was more 

prevalent in the P-G wires. Finally, the relative quantity of “thick” ferrite regions observed in all 

galvanized wires appeared more extensive in Stelmor cooled wires than lead patented conditions. 

The effects of increasing levels of carbon and silicon were also considered. Representative mi- 

crgraphs of the three alloy compositions are included in Figure 4.8 for S-AD wires and Figure 4.9 

for S-G wires. The observed differences in microstructures between the three wire compositions 

were also true for the P-AD wire conditions. 

As shown in Figure 4.4, increased silicon did not significantly change the ILS in comparison 

to the base alloy for either processing condition. When comparing the base alloy microstructures 

to those of the higher silicon wires in Figure 4.8a and Figure 4.8c, respectively, the colony size 

appeared smaller in the LC-HSi wire, it was more difficult to discern individual colonies, and there 

was more fragmented cementite; these observations may be related to previous observations on the 

wire rod specimens where a smaller colony size was noted in the high silicon specimens presented 

in Section 4.1.1. From the conducted observations, it could not be conclusively stated that silicon 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4.7: FESEM images of two example microstructures of LC-LSi-G wires in the (a) Stelmor 
cooled and (b) lead patented processing paths to compare microstructural features in more detail. 
The observed surface is a longitudinal plane parallel to the wire axis. Picral etched. The drawing 
direction is oriented horizontal to the page. 

 
additions affected the quantity of thick ferrite in the drawn wires. 

In the galvanized specimens, silicon did not prevent spheroidization during galvanizing, but the 

extent of spheroidization appeared less compared to the low silicon compositions; this difference 

in the degree of spheroidization can be observed in Figure 4.9 when the LC-HSi composition (Fig- 

ure 4.9c) is compared to the LC-LSi (Figure 4.9a) and the HC-LSi (Figure 4.9b) wire compositions. 

The more fragmented cementite lamellae of the LC-HSi-AD wire conditions were also apparent in 

the galvanized condition, but did not appear to affect the degree of cementite spheroidization. 

The most notable effect of increasing carbon content in the wire was a refinement of the ILS 

when comparing the base and high carbon steels in Figure 4.4. The HC-LSi-S wire microstructures 

are shown in Figure 4.8b and Figure 4.9b in the as-drawn and galvanized conditions, respectively. 

In the literature, carbon additions have been shown to reduce the ILS due to the corresponding 

increase in cementite volume fraction [44, 45]; as cementite volume fraction of the observed wires 

was not quantified, it is not known whether an increase in volume fraction contributed to the ob- 

served reduction in ILS. High carbon did not appear to modify the relative amounts of fragmented 
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(a) (b) 
 

(c) 

Figure 4.8: FESEM images of three example microstructures of Stelmor cooled, as-drawn wires 
of the three compositions:  (a) LC-LSi,  (b) HC-LSi,  and (c) LC-HSi.   The observed surface is   
a longitudinal plane parallel to the wire axis. Picral etched. The drawing direction is oriented 
horizontal to the page. 
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(a) (b) 
 

(c) 

Figure 4.9: FESEM images of three example microstructures of Stelmor cooled, galvanized wires 
of the three compositions:  (a) LC-LSi,  (b) HC-LSi,  and (c) LC-HSi.   The observed surface is   
a longitudinal plane parallel to the wire axis. Picral etched. The drawing direction is oriented 
horizontal to the page. 
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or globular cementite in the as-drawn condition when compared to the base alloy. Finally, the 

galvanized HC-LSi specimens appeared slightly more spheroidized than both the base and high 

silicon alloys in the lead patented condition, but slightly less spheroidized than the base steel in 

the Stelmor cooled condition; therefore, no conclusion could be made on the effect of increased 

carbon content on spheroidization. 

4.2 Mechanical Testing Results 
 

This section presents the mechanical testing results of all as-received wire conditions to assist 

in understanding the impact of galvanizing heat treatments, processing path, and alloying additions 

on the behavior of wires under tension and torsional loading. All torsion and tension curves of the 

as-received wires are contained in Sections B.2 and B.3 in Appendix B, while representative curves 

are presented for the purpose of illustrating and discussing key results. 

4.2.1 Tensile Properties 
 

Tensile tests were conducted in order to determine the strengths and yielding behavior of the 

as-received wire conditions, since wires are typically classified by UTS in industry since strength 

is the most critical factor in wire applications. A summary of the calculated 0.2 pct offset yield 

strengths, UTS, and percent uniform elongations for all as-received wires are included in Table 4.1. 

Tensile behavior of as-drawn and galvanized wires are compared in Figure 4.10, where rep- 

resentative stress-strain curves of the LC-LSi-P condition are displayed. Substantial differences 

were noted in the overall shape of the tensile curves between the two finishing conditions. The 

end-galvanizing treatment increased both yield strength and uniform elongation compared to the 

as-drawn wire. As-drawn wires exhibited a more “roundhouse” yielding behavior, whereas the 

delineation between elastic and plastic deformation events was more distinct for galvanized wire 

conditions.  Additionally, yielding of the galvanized wires contained serrations, although their 

cause is not clear. 

The change in UTS as a result of galvanizing depended on wire processing path and com- 

position (compiled in Table 4.2).  For lead patented wires, whether UTS increased or decreased 
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Table 4.1: Average Tensile Properties for As-Received Wires 

 

*Uncertainty given as ± one standard deviation 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4.10: Representative engineering stress-strain curves of two LC-LSi-P wires: one in the 
as-drawn condition and one in the galvanized condition. The magnified region depicts serrations 
present on the galvanized wire conditions. 
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after galvanizing treatments was dependent on the wire composition; the LC-LSi wire showed no 

strength change, the HC-LSi wire strength was reduced slightly, and the LC-HSi wire strength 

increased. In contrast, wires processed by Stelmor cooling all experienced an increase in tensile 

strength after galvanizing. 

When a wire undergoes a post-drawing heat treatment, tensile strength is expected to initially 

increase to a maximum, and subsequently decrease with longer aging times as cementite decompo- 

sition and dislocation recovery occur. In the case of the patented wire conditions, it was interpreted 

that the LC-LSi and HC-LSi wires had passed the peak UTS, whereas the LC-HSi wire had perhaps 

not yet experienced tensile strength loss due to the galvanizing heat treatment (since silicon delays 

age softening by slowing cementite spheroidization) [2, 15]. With regard to the Stelmor cooled 

wires, the increase in tensile strength after galvanizing may be attributed to the lesser degree of 

spheroidization observed in the microstructure in the Stelmor cooled wires when compared to lead 

patented wires of the same composition, meaning they had not yet undergone a tensile strength 

loss due to aging. 

 
Table 4.2: Change in the Average UTS of As-Drawn Wires as a Result of Galvanizing 

 

 
After the UTS was achieved and localized necking began, an unusual discontinuity in the re- 

duction of load leading up to final fracture was noted in all as-received wires (identified in the 

circled regions in Figure 4.10); as a result, an investigation was initiated to determine if the dis- 

continuity in the post-uniform elongation was related to fracture behavior.  Upon analyzing the 
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fracture surfaces, some wire conditions exhibited longitudinal splitting (shown in Figure 4.11a), 

while others exhibited a fracture surface containing a fibrous region in the center and radial lines 

extending from the fibrous region to the wire edge (shown in Figure 4.11b). In all wire compo- 

sitions, the P-AD conditions exhibited the fracture type depicted in Figure 4.11a, while none of 

the galvanized wires or S-AD wires split during testing, instead experiencing the fracture behavior 

depicted in Figure 4.11b. From the analysis of fracture surfaces, it was inferred that differences in 

fracture features were likely due to differences in the as-received microstructures in addition to the 

aging heat treatment, which would modify the internal stress state and carbon distribution within 

the wire. 

 
 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.11: Tensile fracture surfaces of (a) as-drawn and (b) galvanized LC-HSi wire condition. 
P-AD conditions exhibited the fracture type depicted in (a), whereas S-AD and galvanized wires 
exhibited fracture (b). 

 

Discussion of processing path and composition on the change in tensile behavior was focused 

primarily on galvanized wires, as galvanizing treatments are known to induce delamination in 

torsional loading. First, to compare processing paths, engineering stress-strain curves for Stelmor 

cooled and lead patented wires of the LC-HSi composition and the galvanized surface condition 

are shown in Figure 4.12. For all wire compositions, the Stelmor cooled wires exhibited lower 

yield strengths and UTS than patented wires of the same composition, despite the slightly higher 

degree of final cold reduction than in the patented condition.  It was interesting to note that the 
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percent uniform elongation was lower for Stelmor cooled wires even though these wires were also 

lower in strength. 

 

Figure 4.12: Representative engineering stress-strain curves of two LC-LSi-G wires: one in the 
Stelmor cooled condition and one in the lead patented condition. 

 
Engineering stress-strain curves for the three alloy compositions were compared, where repre- 

sentative lead patented, galvanized wires are included in Figure 4.13 to observe property variations 

caused by alloying. The addition of silicon and carbon clearly increased the tensile strength com- 

pared to the base alloy, but alloying did not clearly affect the percent uniform elongation for either 

Stelmor cooled or lead patented wires despite this observed increase in strength. From the de- 

picted curves, it appeared that alloying modified the work hardening behavior of the galvanized 

wires, which is further explored in the following section. 

4.2.2 Yielding Behavior and Work Hardening Analysis 
 

Yielding behavior of wires deformed in tension was further analyzed through quantification 

of work hardening rate. It has been stated in literature that a wire with a high capacity for work 

hardening–one having a good balance of strength and uniform elongation–is desirable for good tor- 
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Figure 4.13: Representative engineering stress-strain curves of three P-G wires comparing each 
chemical composition: low carbon, low silicon (LC-LSi); high carbon, low silicon (HC-LSi); and 
low carbon, high silicon (LC-HSi). 

 
sional performance [15, 46]. To determine work hardening rate, all engineering stress-strain curves 

were transformed to true stress-strain curves and instantaneous work hardening rate (dσ/dε) was 

calculated from the yield point to the UTS. Instantaneous work hardening rate was plotted against 

true strain to compare wire conditions and to determine if work hardening behavior correlated with 

the observed torsional performance. 

Figure 4.14a and Figure 4.15a show the true stress-strain curves of lead patented wires for as-

drawn and galvanized wire conditions, respectively; for the comparison of these figures, it is 

important to note that true strain axes are scaled differently in order to see the results most clearly. 

The roundhouse yielding behavior of the as-drawn wires and the pronounced yield point of the gal- 

vanized wires previously observed on the engineering stress-strain curves were evident in the true 

stress-strain curves. In the true stress-strain curves of galvanized wires, there appeared to be a dis- 

tinct change in work hardening rate at low strains, which is herein referred to as an “incipient yield 

point phenomenon”; the incipient yield point phenomenon is more evident in the instantaneous 
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work hardening rate versus true strain curves for the galvanized wires. 

Instantaneous work hardening rate versus true strain curves for lead patented wires of all com- 

positions are provided in Figure 4.14b for the as-drawn wires and Figure 4.15b for the galvanized 

wires; it again should be noted that the scales of instantaneous work hardening rate and true strain 

in these figures differ in order to show greater detail. Comparing the magnitude of the work hard- 

ening rates of the as-drawn and the galvanized conditions showed that the as-drawn wires had a 

significantly higher work hardening rate just after yielding than the galvanized wires; only when 

the as-drawn wires neared UTS did the work hardening rates become similar to those of the galva- 

nized wires. 

With respect to curve shape, all as-drawn wires had a smooth, parabolic decrease in work 

hardening rate with increasing strain, seen in Figure 4.14b. The three alloy compositions had very 

similar work hardening behavior, where the only differences were at low strains in the early stages 

of plastic yielding. The HC-LSi condition had a higher work hardening rate initially after yielding 

than the LC-LSi and HC-LSi conditions, which were very similar. 

In contrast to the as-drawn wires, the work hardening rate of galvanized wires dropped abruptly 

from an initially high rate at the onset of yielding to lower rates with increasing strain, seen in 

Figure 4.15b. At moderate strains where the interesting incipient yield point phenomenon was 

observed in the true stress-strain curves, the work hardening rate behavior exhibited some differ- 

ences. The addition of silicon lowered the work hardening rate compared to the base alloy in this 

region, whereas the addition of carbon increased the work hardening rate. 

The effects of Stelmor cooling and lead patenting processing paths on the work hardening rate 

are also compared. True stress-strain curves for the LC-LSi composition in the as-drawn and gal- 

vanized conditions are presented in Figure 4.16a and Figure 4.17a, respectively. No significant 

differences in curve shape were noted between the Stelmor cooled and lead patented conditions, 

and the differences in yield strengths and UTS were evident between the two processing conditions. 

The corresponding instantaneous work hardening rate versus true strain curves are provided in Fig- 

ure 4.16b for the as-drawn wires and Figure 4.17b for the galvanized wires. Again, the axes on the 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4.14: Representative (a) true stress-strain curve and (b) instantaneous work hardening rate 
versus true strain for P-AD wires of each chemical composition: low carbon, low silicon (LC-LSi); 
high carbon, low silicon (HC-LSi); and low carbon, high silicon (LC-HSi). 

 
 
 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.15: Representative (a) true stress-strain curve and (b) instantaneous work hardening rate 
versus true strain for P-G wires of each chemical composition: low carbon, low silicon (LC-LSi); 
high carbon, low silicon (HC-LSi); and low carbon, high silicon (LC-HSi). 
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true-stress strain and instantaneous work hardening rate curves differ for as-drawn and galvanized 

wires in order to more clearly see the differences between the two processing conditions. 

When comparing processing conditions for the as-drawn wires in Figure 4.16b, both condi- 

tions had similar work hardening rates, but the Stelmor cooled wires resulted in a more gradual 

decrease with strain than the lead patented wires, although the difference in decreasing rates was 

not substantial. For the galvanized wires, Stelmor cooled wires attained a higher work hardening 

rate at low strains when compared to the patented wires, and as true strain increased, the work 

hardening rate of the Stelmor cooled wires decreased more quickly than that of the lead patented 

conditions; both of these observations were opposite to those made for the work hardening rates 

of the as-drawn wires. The incipient yield point phenomenon seen in the true stress-strain curves 

for the galvanized wires (Figure 4.17a) resulted in a slight dip and recovery in the work hardening 

rate of the Stelmor cooled wire condition at low strains (Figure 4.17b); this dip was less prominent 

in the lead patented conditions, where work hardening rate decreased more uniformly after the 

abrupt change in rate at low strains. The differences between Stelmor cooling and lead patenting 

for as-drawn and galvanized wires were also evident for the other alloying conditions. 

4.2.3 Torsion Behavior 
 

Torsional straining of high-strength steel wire can result in three types of failure: ductile, brit- 

tle, or delamination, each corresponding to a distinct torque-twist curve. In torsion testing of the 

as-received wires, all as-drawn wires failed in a ductile manner and all galvanized wires expe- 

rienced delamination, resulting in two unique torque-twist curve shapes, shown in the example  

of Figure 4.18. As expected, all torque-twist curves associated with samples exhibiting ductile 

fracture continuously increased with several revolutions until failure. In contrast, wires that expe- 

rienced delamination displayed an abrupt drop in torque at low levels of revolution and after some 

degree of strain prior to delamination. After delamination initiated, the wire either failed soon 

after this preliminary splitting, or some torque recovery was achieved following crack closure that 

allowed a greater number of revolutions to be reached before final failure. Delamination failure 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4.16: Representative (a) true stress-strain curve and (b) instantaneous work hardening rate 
versus true strain for LC-LSi-AD wires: one in the Stelmor cooled condition and one in the lead 
patented condition. 

 
 
 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.17: Representative (a) true stress-strain curve and (b) instantaneous work hardening rate 
versus true strain for LC-LSi-G wires: one in the Stelmor cooled condition and one in the lead 
patented condition. 
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caused the torsional ductility of the galvanized wires to be significantly lower than the ductility of 

the as-drawn wires that experienced ductile failure. A summary of the average calculated values 

of surface shear stress and shear strain at delamination for the galvanized wires is contained in 

Table 4.3, which is used for the quantitative comparison of delamination characteristics; only data 

on galvanized wires are presented as they were the only wire conditions to exhibit delamination. 

The data in Table 4.3 indicate that for all compositions and processing conditions, galvanized, 

delaminated wires yield at a higher level of torque than the as-drawn condition; associated calcu- 

lations of the shear yield stress showed the galvanized wires to have higher yield strengths than 

the as-drawn wires. This higher strength and lower ductility of the galvanized wires is attributed 

to aging during the hot-dip galvanizing heat treatment, which allowed for carbon atoms to diffuse 

and lock dislocations. 

 

Figure 4.18: Representative torque-twist curves of two LC-LSi-P wires: one in the as-drawn con- 
dition and one in the galvanized condition. 

 

As the delamination behavior of drawn wires is of greatest interest in this work, further discus- 

sion of torsion testing results focuses primarily on the galvanized wire conditions. Two representa- 

tive torque-twist curves for LC-LSi-G in the lead patented and Stelmor cooled conditions are shown 
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Table 4.3: Average Torsion Properties for As-Received Wires 
 

*Uncertainty given as ± one standard deviation 
- Indicates wire did not delaminate 

 
in Figure 4.19 in order to observe the impact of wire processing path on torsional behavior; from 

the figure it is clear that the lead patenting process resulted in increased torque and increased strain 

at delamination failure when compared to the Stelmor cooled wire condition. When comparing the 

surface shear strain at delamination for all galvanized wires (values contained in Table 4.3), the 

patented wires had a higher value of surface shear strain at delamination than the Stelmor cooled 

wires of the same composition; therefore, it took more revolutions to nucleate delamination in the 

patented wire conditions. All patented wires also had a higher surface shear stress at delamination 

than those processed through Stelmor cooling. Using the LC-LSi-G wire condition as an example, 

the onset of delamination of the Stelmor cooled wire occurred at an average surface strain level 

of 0.0746 and the lead patented wire delaminating at a strain of 0.1297; the torsional ductility of 

the galvanized wire was nearly doubled using the lead patenting processing path. Based on these 

observations, it appeared that increasing strength did not necessarily correlate to poor torsional 

ductility as might be expected. 

Comparisons of torque-twist curves were also made between the wire chemical compositions, 

keeping processing and heat treatment conditions the same.  Three representative P-G wires with 
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Figure 4.19: Representative torque-twist curves of two LC-LSi-G wires: one in the Stelmor cooled 
condition and one in the lead patented condition. 

 
different compositions are displayed in Figure 4.20. The addition of either carbon or silicon to the 

base composition (LC-LSi) resulted in an increase in surface shear stress at delamination and a 

reduction in surface shear strain at delamination; this increase in strength and decrease in ductility 

was greatest for the LC-HSi wires. It was also noted that LC-HSi wires delaminated immediately 

after yielding initiated, while the HC-LSi wires experienced some degree of strain prior to delami- 

nation after yielding and prior to delamination. From these results, it was concluded that increasing 

strength through alloying additions of carbon and silicon was detrimental to the torsional ductility 

of galvanized wires. 

4.3   Discussion 
 

An assessment of the impact of the processing and composition parameters on wire proper- 

ties was conducted through consideration of the mechanical properties and the microstructural 

analyses. The most apparent differences in wire characteristics were between the as-drawn and 

galvanized conditions.   Galvanizing the as-drawn wires resulted in higher tensile and shear yield 
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Figure 4.20: Representative torque-twist curves of P-G wires comparing chemical compositions: 
low carbon, low silicon (LC-LSi); high carbon, low silicon (HC-LSi); and low carbon, high silicon 
(LC-HSi). 

 
strengths than the as-drawn conditions. Galvanizing treatments also diminished the instantaneous 

work hardening rate of the wire during yielding in tension; lower work hardening rates have been 

shown in literature to be connected to delamination failure in torsion [19, 46]. In tension, the gal- 

vanized wires had greater elongations compared to the as-drawn condition, whereas in torsion, the 

ductility of galvanized wires was significantly lower than the as-drawn wires as a result of delami- 

nation failure. The non-uniform, spheroidized microstructure developed as a result of galvanizing 

allowed for greater ductility in uniaxial tension, but is believed to be related to delamination fail- 

ure in torsion; it can therefore be stated that good ductility in tension does not necessarily lead to 

ductile failure in torsion. 

The effects of processing through either direct drawing from the Stelmor cooled wire rod con- 

dition or drawing after an intermediate lead patenting procedure on mechanical performance and 

microstructure were evaluated. The superior strength and ductility in both tension and torsion ob- 

served in the lead patented wires compared to Stelmor cooled wires of the same composition are 
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attributed to the benefit of finer ILS and lower quantities of bent cementite lamellae and “thick” 

ferrite regions. Greater strength and ductility in lead patented wires versus Stelmor cooled wires 

applied for both as-drawn and galvanizing treatments. Work conducted by Rastegari et al. also 

showed that a wire rod (containing 0.82 wt pct carbon and 0.21 wt pct silicon) produced via lead 

patenting would have a higher strength and ductility than one that underwent Stelmor cooling 

alone [42]; wire rods that underwent isothermal holding treatments meant to simulate lead patent- 

ing attained a UTS of 1207 MPa and a uniform elongation of 13.2 pct,  whereas the wire rods  

that underwent forced air cooled treatments designed to simulate Stelmor cooling attained a UTS 

of 1182 MPa and a uniform elongation of 12.7 pct. The superior ductility in torsion of the lead 

patented wires could not be definitively correlated with increased work hardening rate (as reported 

in the literature [46, 47]) since the processing path with the larger work hardening rate varied based 

on strain level (Figure 4.17b), but the slightly greater work hardening rate of the lead patented 

wires at high strains may correspond to the greater surface shear strain at delamination for the lead 

patented wire. 

Although the lead patenting process achieved a finer ILS than Stelmor cooling (Figure 4.4), 

the cementite lamellae of the lead patented wires also became more fragmented after galvaniz- 

ing (Figure 4.7). During torsional loading, it would be expected that a pearlitic microstructure 

containing more continuous lamellae would exhibit greater ductility [8, 13], but after galvaniz- 

ing treatments the patented wires exhibited more twists to failure than Stelmor cooled wires even 

though the cementite lamellae appeared more fragmented. From this observation, it is inferred that 

the initial as-drawn microstructure of the lead patented wires, which contained fewer regions with 

“thick” ferrite or bent cementite lamellae that would promote delamination failure, controlled the 

microstructural influence on torsional performance in the galvanized wire. 

Alloying additions of carbon and silicon to the base composition were observed to reduce the 

ILS of the drawn wires when compared to the LC-LSi wire condition (Figure 4.4). Unlike the 

refinement to ILS achieved through lead patenting, reduction in ILS through increased carbon and 

silicon additions did not improve torsional ductility, though carbon and silicon additions increased 
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the strengths in tension and torsion compared to the base alloy condition, as intended. Finally, the 

as-drawn wire conditions showed increasing carbon and silicon content increased work hardening 

rate in comparison to the LC-LSi alloy (Figure 4.14b), likely through the refinement of ILS. In 

contrast, in the galvanized condition, no difference in work hardening rate was observed for the 

three alloy conditions at high strains, but higher carbon increased work hardening rate and higher 

silicon diminished work hardening rate at low strains (Figure 4.15b). Since the increased addition 

of carbon and silicon reduced the torsional ductility, but did not substantially reduce the work 

hardening rate in the galvanized wires, the work hardening behavior again did not correlate to 

torsional behavior. As reduced ILS and increased work hardening rate did not indicate improved 

torsional performance as expected per the observations made in the comparison of Stelmor cooled 

and lead patented wires, a more thorough investigation of the interactions of alloying elements with 

dislocations during deformation is required to better understand the effect of alloying additions on 

torsional ductility. 

This analysis clearly showed that of the wire processing parameters evaluated in this work, 

the galvanizing treatment is the primary process that promoted delamination failure during tor- 

sional loading; an in-depth exploration of the galvanizing thermal treatment, its corresponding 

microstructural evolution, and its influence on torsional performance is described in subsequent 

chapters. With regard to the evaluated processing parameters and alloy compositions, the interme- 

diate patenting step simultaneously improved UTS and torsional ductility (although delamination 

was not avoided). Increased carbon and silicon levels also led to refinements in ILS and increases 

in strength, but reduced torsional ductility. 
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CHAPTER 5 

AGING EFFECTS ON AS-DRAWN WIRE PROPERTIES 
 
 

This chapter presents the effects of post-drawing heat treatments defined in the experimental 

matrix on the tensile and torsional deformation behaviors and mechanical properties. A discussion 

relating the observed changes in mechanical performance to known aging mechanisms and initial 

wire conditions is also included. Finally, wires of similar strength are compared to evaluate which 

composition, processing path, and post-drawing heat treatment would produce superior torsional 

performance. 

5.1 Deformation Behavior of Heat Treated Wires in Tension and Torsion 
 

Specimens of each as-drawn wire condition were heat treated and mechanically tested to ana- 

lyze the effect of aging time and temperature on mechanical properties; engineering stress-strain 

and torque-twist curves of all tested specimens can be found in Appendix C and selected collec- 

tions of curves representative of the observed changes in deformation behavior are presented in 

this section to assist in the discussion. Heat treated wires will herein be referred to by their ag- 

ing parameters in the form of temperature/time; for example, a sample aged at 450 °C for 1 s  

will be labeled as 450/1. Several wires exhibited tensile curves without post-uniform elongation. 

Each of these wires failed outside of the extensometer or experienced grip-induced failure after 

reaching near-UTS strengths; those wires that experienced grip-induced failure are identified in 

Appendix C as well as in figure captions where necessary. It should be recognized that valid  

total elongation measurements were not generally obtained in these specimens, and valid tensile 

strengths and uniform elongation measurements were obtained for some conditions but not oth- 

ers in which grip-induced failure occurred. Finally, the behavior of wires that were industrially 

hot-dip galvanized at approximately 450 °C for about 10 s were compared to the experimentally 

heat treated 450/10 wires. 
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5.1.1 Effect of Aging Time 
 

A summary comparison of tensile behaviors for HC-LSi-S wires in the 450 °C heat treated, 

as-drawn, and galvanized conditions is contained in Figure 5.1; the general changes in curve char- 

acteristics resulting from the variation in heat treatment time depicted in this figure were represen- 

tative of all wire conditions and aging temperatures unless otherwise noted. As heat treatment time 

increased, the yielding behavior progressed from a roundhouse shape to one where delineation be- 

tween elastic and plastic deformation events was more distinct. At some long heat treatment times, 

an “incipient yield point phenomenon” in the work hardening rate occurring just after yielding (as 

seen previously in the as-received galvanized wire engineering stress-strain curves) appeared in the 

tensile curves; in the figure, this phenomena is the most pronounced in the 450/20 wire specimen 

at low strains. In Appendix C, many of the wires exhibited this incipient yield point phenomenon 

in work hardening rate after 20 s heat treatments, and for the 450 °C and 475 °C temperatures the 

discontinuity in work hardening rate occurred for both 10 s and 20 s treatments. 

 

Figure 5.1: Representative stress-strain curves of the HC-LSi-S wire to compare wires heat treated 
at 450 °C with varying times with the as-drawn and galvanized conditions. 
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As seen in Figure 5.1, the uniform elongation initially decreased with an aging time increase 

from 1 s to 5 s, which was followed by an increase of uniform elongation between 5 s and 20 s. The 

UTS increased with short treatment times and subsequently decreased with longer treatment times. 

In some wire conditions, the UTS of wires treated for 1 s were less than for the as-drawn value. 

Finally, a greater decrease in UTS with longer aging time was evident at higher temperatures. 

These observations will be confirmed quantitatively in a later section. 

Notable variations in engineering stress-strain curve characteristics between the industrially 

galvanized wires and the experimentally heat treated 450/10 wire conditions were observed and a 

representative comparison of the two wire conditions is shown in Figure 5.1. The yield strength 

of the industrially galvanized wires was visibly lower than wires heat treated at 450 °C for both 

10 s and 20 s, while the UTS was only moderately lower. Additionally, the galvanized wires 

exhibited pronounced serrated yielding, whereas the comparable salt pot heat treated specimens 

showed either minor or no serrations. 

Differences in wire straightening methods may have contributed to observed differences in 

tensile yielding behavior, such as the lower yield strength of the galvanized wires compared to the 

salt pot heat treated wires. As-received, galvanized wires were straightened from the coil after  

the galvanizing heat treatment, while the wires experimentally heat treated were straightened in 

the as-received, as-drawn condition and subsequently heat treated. Mechanical deformation, such 

as straightening, can modify the microstructure, residual stress state, and dislocation distribution 

within the wires to some degree, so the order in which heat treating and straightening occurs 

likely affected tensile yielding behavior. Another potential cause for the differences in engineering 

stress-strain curve characteristics (as well as UTS) was the difference in heat treatment processing 

conditions between industrial zinc galvanizing and salt pot heat treating. The galvanizing time and 

temperature was only approximately known and the resultant surface temperature achieved was 

not measured. As discussed previously, the salt pot wire surface temperature trial revealed that the 

wire surface did not achieve the designated 450 °C until 60 s of immersion. Therefore, a direct 

comparison of the galvanized and 450/10 heat treated wires may be inexact. 
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The evaluation of aging time effects also involved the characterization of torsion curves for 

the three temperatures prescribed in the experimental heat treatment matrix (425 °C, 450 °C, and 

475 °C). Figure 5.2 depicts HC-LSi-S wires treated at 450 °C in addition to the as-drawn and 

galvanized wires for comparison of torque-twist curve characteristics; comments in regard to the 

change in torsion behavior for this wire condition and heat treatment temperature are also applica- 

ble to all other conditions and treatment temperatures unless stated otherwise. At each of the three 

temperatures, there were some wire conditions after the 1 s treatment that did not delaminate and 

instead experienced ductile failure. All wires failed by delamination at the 5 s, 10 s, and 20 s time 

intervals for all temperatures. 

 
 

(a) (b) 

Figure 5.2: (a) Representative torque-twist curves of the HC-LSi-S wire to compare wires heat 
treated at 450 °C with different times with the as-drawn and galvanized conditions. (b) Magnified 
region highlighting yielding and delamination behavior. 

 
A summary of the fracture types for wires heat treated at 1 s for the three temperatures is 

included in Table 5.1, where fractures are identified as ductile, mixed (ductile and delamination 

failures observed), and delamination. At 425 °C, the lowest temperature at which treatment time 

was varied in this work, ductile failure occurred in at least one tested specimen in five out of six 
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wire conditions for 1 s aging; only LC-HSi-P experienced delamination in all tested specimens for 

this aging scenario. Four wire conditions also exhibited at least one occurrence of ductile failure at 

450/1 and 475/1. In wire conditions that exhibited mixed fractures for a given aging treatment, at 

least one wire exhibited ductile failure, while the other specimens experienced delamination; this 

mixed fracture type occurred predominately for Stelmor cooled wire conditions. 

 
Table 5.1: Torsional Fracture Types of 1 s Aging Treatments on All Wire Conditions 

 

- Indicates all tested wires did not delaminate 
M Indicates both ductile and delamination fracture occurred 

DE Indicates all tested wires delaminated 
 

The delamination behavior after the 1 s heat treatment for some wire conditions, such as HC-

LSi-S-450/1 (included in Figure 5.2a), was unusual. For this condition, one specimen failed in a 

ductile manner and two specimens exhibited delamination failure. The wires that delaminated did 

not exhibit the characteristic instantaneous torque drop associated with delamination; instead, 

torque decreased gradually over approximately 0.25 revolutions during the initiation of delami- 

nation. Additionally, the torque repeatedly increasedand decreased until final failure rather than 

exhibiting gradual torque recovery with additional twisting observed in the galvanized condition 

after delamination initiation. When compared to the longer heat treatment times, a greater de- 

gree of strain prior to delamination and a smaller torque drop upon delamination initiation were 

noted for the wire conditions exhibiting this unusual delamination behavior, which is depicted in 

Figure 5.2b. This unusual delamination behavior was not observed in wire conditions in which  

all three specimens delaminated in the 1 s treatment condition (these conditions were noted in 

Table 5.1). 

Torsional  yielding behavior appeared unchanged from the ductile as-drawn condition to the   

1 s aging time in most cases regardless of whether ductile or delamination failure occurred with 
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additional twisting. The yielding and delamination behavior of the wires changed with additional 

increases in time. As the heat treatment time increased to 5 s and 10 s,  the wires exhibited a  

large increase in the torque at delamination and a reduction in strain prior to delamination. After 

20 s treatment times, the torque at delamination slightly decreased or stayed the same as the 10 s 

treatment, while the revolutions to delamination and degree of strain prior to delamination both 

appeared to stay the same or slightly increase; these trends were more pronounced at the 450 °C 

and 475 °C temperatures, which are contained in Section C.2 of Appendix C. 

After the onset of delamination, many wires experienced crack closure and torque recovery 

with additional twisting as observed previously in the galvanized wire conditions (such as the 

HC-LSi-S-G condition in Figure 5.2a), presumably reflecting crack arrest behavior. Wires treated 

at 425 °C achieved the greatest number of revolutions before final fracture of all three treatment 

temperatures. The number of revolutions after delamination initiation for most wires decreased to 

a minimum with a 5 s or 10 s heat treatment and increased again at 20 s; this phenomenon can be 

observed in Figure 5.2a. 

As in the comparison of engineering stress-strain curves of the galvanized and 450/10 treated 

wires, torque-twist curve characteristics differed between industrially and experimentally treated 

wires; galvanized wire conditions generally delaminated at a greater number of revolutions and at a 

larger torque than the 450/10 treated wire conditions. Variations in heat treatment and straightening 

procedure may again have contributed to the discrepancies in torsion deformation behavior. Based 

on comparisons of torque-twist curves, such as in Figure 5.2b, the galvanized wires exhibited 

generally greater degrees of strain prior to delamination and delaminated at a higher level of torque 

than the 450/10 heat treated wires (except for LC-HSi conditions). 

5.1.2 Effect of Aging Temperature 
 

The effects of aging temperature on UTS and torsional ductility were also assessed. The HC-

LSi-P condition heat treated for 20 s at the temperatures prescribed by the experimental matrix 

(475 °C down to 325 °C) was chosen to represent the changes in both the tensile and torsion curve 
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characteristics as its features were representative of all conditions. The engineering stress-strain 

curves for the relevant heat treatment scenarios are compared in Figure 5.3.  All wires exhibited  

a delineation between elastic and plastic deformation events that was more distinct and no round- 

house yielding features, and generally yield strength and tensile strength increased with decreasing 

temperature. Overall, reducing the heat treatment temperature led to a decrease in uniform elon- 

gation in all wire conditions for a 20 s heat treatment time. Based on the engineering stress-strain 

curves, it was evident that as treatment temperature decreased, the work hardening rate also de- 

creased; in some low temperature cases, the yield strength and UTS were almost equivalent and the 

wire exhibited virtually no work hardening. Additionally, yield strength and UTS both increased 

with decreasing aging temperature. 

 

Figure 5.3: Representative stress-strain curves of the HC-LSi-P wire to compare wires heat treated 
at 20 s for varying temperatures. 

 
The effect of aging temperature on wire torsion behavior was also evaluated. Figure 5.4a 

shows the series of torque-twist curves for different temperatures at a 20 s heat treatment time for 

the HC-LSi-P wire condition. Delamination failure occurred for all wire conditions heat treated 

for 20 s, and as heat treatment temperature decreased the number of revolutions to delamination 
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also decreased. The reduction of revolutions to delamination between wires heat treated at 475 °C 

and 325 °C, depicted in Figure 5.4b was not accompanied by a dramatic increase in torque at 

delamination as might have been expected based on the tensile behavior, where decreased aging 

temperature resulted in an increase in strength. Instead, torque appeared to increase slightly with 

decreasing temperature. 

 
 

(a) (b) 

Figure 5.4: (a) Representative torque-twist curves of the HC-LSi-P wire to compare wires heat 
treated at 20 s for varying temperatures. (b) Magnified region highlighting yielding and delamina- 
tion behavior. 

 
 
5.2 Mechanical Property Evolution with Aging Time and Temperature 

 
The UTS and surface shear strain at delamination were obtained from the tension and torsion 

results to quantify tensile strength and torsional ductility and to further evaluate the effects of 

aging treatments on as-drawn wires. The evolution of strength and ductility for different aging 

heat treatment time and temperature is quantified in this section. 
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5.2.1 Effect of Aging Time 
 

The change in UTS with respect to treatment time for temperatures of 425 °C, 450 °C, and 

475 °C for each wire condition is shown in Figure 5.5.  The 0 s time represents the as-drawn   

wire condition’s UTS and the slight decrease in tensile strength observed with a 1 s treatment in 

some cases was believed to be caused by increases to the mobile dislocation density due to wire 

straightening. A maximum in UTS was achieved after 10 s at 425 °C and after 5 s at both 450 °C 

and 475 °C. The LC-HSi-S condition treated at 425 °C was the only wire to achieve a peak in 

strength after the 1 s treatment. After the peak strength was achieved, a moderate decrease or 

leveling off of strength was observed to the final 20 s treatment time for most wire conditions. 

Lead patented wire conditions generally exhibited a greater loss in strength with increasing time 

after the peak tensile strength in comparison to the Stelmor cooled conditions, which resulted in a 

smaller change in UTS value in Table 5.2. A smaller value for the difference in UTS between 20 s 

and 1 s (provided in Table 5.2) reflects a greater tensile strength loss from the peak strength because 

it describes the net change in strength from the shortest to the longest aging time. Contradictory 

to this predominating trend in which strength begins to decrease at longer aging times, strength 

continually increased up to the 20 s heat treatment time for the HC-LSi-S wire at 425 °C and the 

LC-HSi-P and LC-HSi-S wires at 450 °C. Finally, the UTS did not decrease to the initial as-drawn 

level at the longest aging time for any wire condition. 

 
Table 5.2: Calculated Difference in UTS from 20 s to 1 s for Wires Treated at 425 °C, 450 °C, and 
475 °C 
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(a) (b) 
 

(c) 

Figure  5.5:    UTS  versus  aging  time  for  temperatures  of  (a)  425  °C,  (b)  450  °C,  and    
(c) 475 °C. Specimens LC-LSi-P-425/5, HC-LSi-P-425/5, LC-HSi-S-425/5, LC-HSi-P-425/5, 
LC-HSi-P-425/10,    LC-LSi-P-450/5,    LC-LSi-P-475/5,    and    LC-HSi-P-475/5    exhibited  a 
grip-induced fracture. 
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The effect of heat treatment time on torsional ductility was investigated using the measurement 

of surface shear strain at delamination. Figure 5.6 contains the change in surface shear strain at 

delamination with respect to treatment time for treatment temperatures of 425 °C, 450 °C, and 

475 °C for all wire conditions. Conditions without a data point at 1 s are ones in which delami- 

nation did not occur for that heat treatment scenario; these wire conditions were identified in the 

previous section. The largest decrease in surface shear strain at delamination, and therefore the 

largest decrease in ductility, occurred between 1 s and 5 s at all treatment temperatures; ductility 

was still considered to decrease for wire conditions that did not delaminate at 1 s since the failure 

mode changed from ductile to delamination. 

After 5 s and 10 s aging times,  surface shear strain at delamination continued to decrease    

or leveled off with increasing heat treatment time for most wire conditions; a marginal increase  

in shear strain with increasing time was only observed in lead patented wires. With 20 s heat 

treatments at the 425 °C and 450 °C temperatures, little to no recovery in ductility was observed 

with additional aging time; in contrast, the 475 °C heat treatments allowed for measurable recovery 

to occur. Overall, the ductility of all wire conditions was similar in magnitude across aging times 

for the low temperatures, whereas more variation was observed at 475 °C for all aging times. 

The initial strength increases and corresponding torsional ductility decreases observed at short 

aging times were in line with typical aging behavior of drawn wire in the galvanizing temperature 

range. At short aging times,  “age hardening” via dissolution of the unstable cementite lamellae  

is reported to occur; cementite is considered unstable as a result of the high levels of deformation 

imparted during wire drawing that have been shown to cause significant cementite decomposi- 

tion [33]. It has been reported that short time aging involves carbon supersaturation of the ferrite 

lamellae via cementite dissolution; carbon atoms from dissolved cementite then interact with dis- 

locations present at ferrite-cementite interfaces, effectively pinning them and therefore preventing 

dislocation motion during plastic deformation [5, 48]. Carbon pinning would be consistent with 

the observed increase in UTS and decrease in torsional ductility. The shortest 1 s and 5 s aging 

times employed in this study are possibly insufficient for significant cementite dissolution (beyond 
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(a) (b) 
 

(c) 

Figure 5.6:   Average surface shear strain at delamination versus aging time for temperatures of 
(a) 425 °C, (b) 450 °C, and (c) 475 °C. The absence of data for some 1 s wire conditions indicates 
that delamination did not occur for this heat treatment scenario. 
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what was achieved by wire drawing) to occur, so perhaps the primary contributor to dislocation 

pinning in the ferrite lamellae is the carbon already present in the ferrite lamellae due to cementite 

decomposition from wire drawing. 

As aging time increased, a peak in strength and minimum in ductility were observed. The time 

at which this occurred was identified as a “critical point” in aging behavior and varied with aging 

temperature and wire condition; in situations where a leveling off of UTS occurred with longer ag- 

ing times, the critical point was considered to be the time at which the highest strength was initially 

attained. The critical point indicates the onset of “age softening”, where the strength begins to di- 

minish and the torsional ductility begins to increase [33]. In this portion of the experimental heat 

treatment matrix (where aging time was varied at higher temperatures), the critical point occurred 

at a shorter time as temperature was increased, meaning that increasing temperature promoted the 

mechanisms causing strength loss and ductility recovery during longer time aging. 

Based on results presented in the literature, it was expected that after the maximum in strength 

and minimum in ductility, significant strength loss and torsional ductility recovery would typically 

occur with increasing aging time as a result of the occurrence of spheroidization of cementite 

lamellae and dislocation recovery [33, 48, 49]. At longer aging times, cementite dissolution ceases 

and spheroidization occurs. While spherodization is underway, dislocation recovery also occurs  

at the elevated temperatures associated with aging. The reduction of the dislocation content in 

conjunction with the reduced level of carbon present in the ferrite lamellae effectively reduces the 

resistance to deformation, thereby lowering the UTS and improving the torsional ductility [5, 33, 

48, 49]. 

Contrary to expectations, most wire conditions in this work exhibited little to no change in UTS 

or surface shear strain at delamination after the critical point (onset of softening) was reached. The 

longest (20 s) aging time analyzed in this work was short in comparison to aging times that are 

considered “long” in the literature, so the times here were not sufficient to substantially soften  

the microstructure [12, 33, 48]. The small reduction in strength and improvement of ductility 

experienced by some wire conditions is evidence of some recovery occurring and potentially the 
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initial stages of cementite spheroidization. 
 
5.2.2 Effect of Aging Temperature 

 
The evolution of UTS and surface shear strain at delamination with aging temperature are 

depicted in Figure 5.7a and Figure 5.7b, respectively. The changes in tensile strength and torsional 

ductility between 475 °C and 325 °C for all wire conditions are contained in Table 5.3; in Table 5.3, 

a negative ∆UTS corresponds to a strength increase and a positive ∆γ at delamination corresponds 

to a ductility decrease with decreasing temperature. 

The change in UTS with aging temperature ranging from 325 °C to 475 °C for wires treated 

20 s is depicted in Figure 5.7a. In general, a moderate increase in UTS occurred as treatment 

temperature was reduced (from right to left in the figure); this strength increase as temperature 

decreased was more prominent for lead patented wires than for Stelmor cooled wires; Table 5.3 

clearly shows this difference in UTS between 475 °C and 325 °C . The two extrema of this trend 

were the HC-LSi-S condition that exhibited virtually no change in UTS, and the LC-HSi-P condi- 

tion which gave the maximum change in strength of 136 MPa between 475 °C and 325 °C. 

The surface shear strain at delamination decreased with decreasing temperature, as shown in 

Figure 5.7b and tabulated in Table 5.3. As seen in Figure 5.7b, for most wire conditions, a large 

decrease in torsional ductility occurred when the temperature was reduced from 475 °C to 450 °C, 

which was followed by comparably smaller reductions in magnitude to the 325 °C heat treatment 

temperature. The HC-LSi-S and LC-LSi-P wires were the two wire conditions that deviated from 

this trend; between each temperature increment, the HC-LSi-S wire exhibited smaller decreases 

in surface shear strain with each decrease in temperature (an average of 0.001 with each 25 °C 

temperature increment), while the LC-LSi-P experienced greater changes in surface shear strain 

between each increment (an average of 0.005 with each 25 °C temperature increment). As the 

temperature was reduced, the magnitude of surface shear strain at delamination of all wire con- 

ditions converged to a similar value at which delamination fracture occurred immediately after 

yielding. Of potential industrial relevance wasthe substantial influence of temperature on mechan- 
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ical property behavior and the enhanced sensitivity (i.e. greater magnitude of change in mechanical 

properties) of the patented wire conditions within the temperature range of industrial galvanizing 

(425 °C to 475 °C). 

 
 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 5.7:  (a) UTS at delamination and (b) average surface shear strain at delamination ver-   
sus aging temperature for a time of 20 s. Specimens LC-LSi-P-325/20, LC-HSi-P-325/20, and 
LC-HSi-P-350/20 exhibited a grip-induced fracture. 

 
 

Table 5.3: Calculated Difference in UTS and Surface Shear Strain at Delamination between 475 °C 
and 325 °C for Wires Treated for 20 s 

 

 
It is interpreted that the low aging temperatures were insufficient to achieve significant dislo- 

cation recovery and to initiate spheroidization in the 20 s aging condition, which resulted in the 
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observed higher tensile strengths and lower torsional ductilities when compared to the higher aging 

temperatures. At the lower temperatures, the quantity of dislocations pinned by carbon present in 

the ferrite lamellae is expected to still be high; a longer aging time would be required to achieve 

the same level of dislocation recovery and reduction of carbon content in the ferrite as was reached 

at the higher aging temperatures. It was interesting to note that the relative reduction in ductility 

from 475 °C to 325 °C was greater than the increase in UTS; a 10 to 40 pct decrease in ductility 

correlated to a 0.2 to 6 pct increase in strength. From this observation, it is inferred that the tor- 

sional ductility of wires was more sensitive to the pinning of dislocations by carbon atoms than 

was the UTS. 

5.3 Discussion 
 

Understanding changes in aging behavior as a result of alloying changes or modifications to 

the wire processing history might provide insight into the prevention of delamination occurrence 

during twisting. In this section, variations in aging behavior between the different wire parame- 

ters are presented along with discussion of mechanisms that may cause the observed differences. 

Selected results are used to assist in the discussion, and the complete collection of mechanical 

property trend curves with time and temperature for each wire composition and processing path 

are provided in Appendix D. 

5.3.1 Composition Effects on Aging Behavior 
 

Effects of wire composition on aging behavior were investigated; Figure 5.8 presents the 

change in (a) tensile strength and (b) torsional ductility with increasing aging time at 475 °C for the 

three compositions processed via Stelmor cooling. The observations made here on the influence of 

increased carbon and silicon additions on aging behavior for the Stelmor cooled wires were also 

true for the lead patented wires and the 425 °C and 450 °C aging temperatures. 

Higher carbon did not substantially change the evolution of UTS (strength peak and drop off) 

with aging time, which is depicted in Figure 5.8a. Higher silicon did vary the UTS profile in 

comparison to the LC-LSi composition at 450 °C and 475 °C, but not at 425 °C (UTS profiles 
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with aging time at 450 °C and 425 °C are contained in Appendix D). The two higher temperature 

treatments caused the UTS of the LC-HSi conditions to continuously increase up to the longest 20 s 

aging time; because the UTS continued to increase with increasing aging time for the other two 

treatment temperatures, the continued increase in UTS up to 20 s was expected, but not observed 

at 425 °C. In contrast, the LC-LSi wires exhibited a constant or diminished UTS after longer aging 

times. Increasing carbon and silicon did not influence the magnitude of change in UTS between  

1 s and 20 s, which was previously quantified in Table 5.2. 

Torsional ductility evolution with increasing aging time was not affected by the increased car- 

bon or silicon levels, but the magnitude of surface shear strain at delamination at each aging time 

was reduced with respect to the LC-LSi wires except at 5 s. As shown previously in Table 5.1, wires 

aged for 1 s that contained additional carbon and silicon were more likely to experience delamina- 

tion fracture during torsion than the base alloy, LC-LSi (with the exceptions being HC-LSi-S-425/1 

and LC-HSi-S-450/1 that exhibited ductile fractures). At longer aging times, the larger UTS at- 

tributed to carbon and silicon additions did not correspond to a reduced torsional ductility when 

compared to the LC-LSi wire conditions. 

The influence of composition on mechanical property changes with temperature at a fixed aging 

time (20 s) was also considered. Figure 5.9a shows the evolution of UTS and Figure 5.9b shows the 

evolution of surface shear strain at delamination with aging temperature for lead patented wires. 

The LC-LSi-P and LC-HSi-P wires exhibited changes in UTS, while the HC-LSi-P showed little 

change in UTS with decreasing temperature, which was also shown in Table 5.3. Table 5.3 also 

revealed that all wire compositions in the Stelmor cooled condition had similar changes in UTS 

between 475 °C and 325 °C. 

Figure 5.9b shows that increased carbon and silicon additions reduced the overall magnitude 

of change in surface shear strain at delamination between 475 °C and 325 °C in comparison to the 

LC-LSi wire conditions (the values of which were also provided in Table 5.3). The HC-LSi and 

LC-HSi wires generally were also less ductile than the LC-LSi wires for each aging scenario. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 5.8: Wire (a) UTS and (b) average surface shear strain at delamination evolution with  
heat treatment time at 475 °C comparing the three wire compositions in the Stelmor cooled wire 
processing condition. 

 
 
 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 5.9: Wire (a) UTS and (b) average surface shear strain at delamination evolution with heat 
treatment temperature at 20 s comparing the three wire compositions in the lead patented wire 
processing condition. 
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The increased carbon addition did not substantially alter the aging behavior of wires within the 

times considered in this work. One significant difference between the HC-LSi and LC-HSi alloys 

that can be attributed to the higher carbon addition was the change in UTS between 475 °C and 

325 °C for the lead patented wire conditions. While the LC-LSi-P wire condition exhibited a sub- 

stantial change in UTS, the HC-LSi-P wire exhibited little change in UTS across the temperature 

range. A potential explanation is considered here. Work conducted by Yang et al. [17] showed that 

the carbon content of supersaturated ferrite lamellae after wire drawing increased with bulk carbon 

content; if there is an increased concentration of solute carbon in the ferrite lamellae, then it can be 

inferred that there would also be an increased carbon-dislocation interaction. The increased car- 

bon-dislocation interactions may suppress recovery in the temperature range studied. In summary, 

while aging behavior with time did not appear to be influenced by increasing carbon content, the 

aging behavior with temperature was modified as a result of the additional carbon. 

Regarding silicon content, the greater increase in strength between 1 s and 20 s aging times 

observed for most LC-HSi wires in comparison to the other two wire compositions is attributed to 

silicon delaying the onset of spheroidization. With these “age softening” contributors delayed, “age 

hardening” via cementite dissolution was the dominant aging mechanism causing the observed 

evolution of strength up to 20 s. 

When temperature was decreased from 475 °C to 325 °C, a similar change in UTS was ex- 

perienced by the LC-HSi and LC-LSi compositions in both the lead patented and Stelmor cooled 

conditions; the lead patented conditions exhibited greater changes in strength than the Stelmor 

cooled wires, as shown in Figure 5.9. As spheroidization was not believed to control strength  

loss in the LC-HSi-P conditions since a similar change in UTS with temperature was observed 

regardless of silicon content, strength loss with increasing temperature observed in both LC-HSi 

and LC-LSi is attributed to dislocation recovery, and silicon content did not appear to influence the 

degree of dislocation recovery. Through this reasoning it is inferred that spheroidization was not 

the dominant mechanism leading to the observed evolution in mechanical properties in the aging 

scenarios in this work for all wire conditions. 
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Further work to investigate the carbon and silicon distribution within the pearlite microstruc- 

tures in aged wires might allow for a more complete explanation for how wire composition in- 

fluences aging behavior. Further observations of the dislocation interactions with the carbon and 

silicon located at the ferrite-cementite interfaces as a function of aging time and temperature would 

also be beneficial. 

5.3.2 Processing Path Effect on Aging Behavior 
 

The Stelmor cooled and lead patented wire conditions for the HC-LSi composition were com- 

pared to highlight the influence of processing path on the change in wire strength and ductility with 

aging time, shown in Figure 5.10. The evolution of UTS and surface shear strain at delamination 

with increasing aging time was similar for both processing paths, as can be seen in Figure 5.10a 

and Figure 5.10b, respectively. The lead patented wire conditions generally exhibited a greater 

change in UTS between 1 s and 20 s (provided earlier in Table 5.2) than the corresponding Stelmor 

cooled wire conditions, indicating that these wires were more sensitive to the increase in aging 

time. With respect to torsional ductility, comparisons of aging behavior (as in Figure 5.10b) sug- 

gested that Stelmor cooled wires were generally more ductile at short treatment times, while lead 

patented wires were more ductile at longer times for all aging temperatures. 

The effect of processing path on the change in aging behavior with temperature was consid- 

ered and the resultant aging profiles for the UTS and the surface shear strain at delamination are 

contained in Figure 5.11a and Figure 5.11b, respectively, for the LC-LSi wire conditions. As tem- 

perature decreased from 475 °C to 325 °C, the Stelmor cooled wires exhibited a smaller increase 

in UTS and a smaller decrease in surface shear strain at delamination than the corresponding lead 

patented wire conditions (values contained in Table 5.3). This illustration reinforces the earlier ob- 

servation that the lead patented wires were more sensitive to the change in aging temperature. At 

the 20 s aging time, it is noted that lead patented wires were more ductile at higher aging tempera- 

tures and Stelmor cooled wires were more ductile at lower aging temperatures, with the transition 

occurring at about 400 °C. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 5.10: Wire (a) UTS and (b) average surface shear strain at delamination evolution with 
heat treatment time at 450 °C comparing the Stelmor cooling and lead patenting processes in the 
HC-LSi wire composition. 

 
 
 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 5.11: Wire (a) UTS and (b) average surface shear strain at delamination evolution with heat 
treatment temperature at 20 s comparing the Stelmor cooling and lead patenting processes in the 
LC-LSi wire composition. 
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From the comparisons of the mechanical property evolution with aging time and temperature, it 

was concluded that lead patented wires were more sensitive to aging conditions when compared to 

Stelmor cooled wires of the same alloy composition. It was concluded above that spheroidization 

was not a significant contributor to the change in tensile strength with aging temperature,  and  

the variations in sensitivity of the Stelmor cooled and lead patented wires to increasing aging 

temperature are thus hypothesized to be due to differences in dislocation recovery; so there is a 

greater degree of dislocation recovery with increasing aging time (corresponding to a greater loss 

in strength) in the lead patented wire conditions than in the Stelmor cooled wire conditions. A finer 

microstructure (containing smaller ILS and colony size) is expected to have a greater dislocation 

density due to the increase in the quantity of ferrite-cementite interfaces impeding dislocation 

motions [50] and may be “less stable” when exposed to aging treatments (which has been observed 

in transformation induced plasticity steels with refined grain sizes [51, 52]); so it is proposed that 

the driving force for dislocation recovery was greater in the lead patented wires. 

5.3.3 Summary 
 

Based on the observed aging behavior and corresponding evolution of tensile strength and tor- 

sional ductility, conclusions can be drawn to assist in future design of wires with good torsional 

ductility at the elevated strength levels desired by industry. Lead patented wires had superior 

tensile strengths and torsional ductilities within the galvanizing temperature range of 425 °C to 

475 °C and at times over 10 s. Stelmor cooled wires had superior torsional ductilities at lower 

temperatures that might be relevant to lower temperature coating options; it was also interesting 

to note that Stelmor cooled wires maintained consistent mechanical properties across a wide range 

of aging temperatures. Increased additions of carbon and silicon increased UTS while also reduc- 

ing torsional ductility to some degree in comparison to the base alloy across the aging scenarios 

considered. 

Previously in Chapter 4, delamination fracture during torsion was related to spheroidization of 

the cementite lamellae as a result of the hot-dip galvanizing treatment.  From the analyses con- 
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ducted in this section, it was revealed that delamination could initiate in wires that underwent low 

temperature aging where spheroidization does not occur, and that dislocation recovery is proba- 

bly the mechanism which controls aging behavior for the times and temperatures considered in 

this work. Therefore, while spheroidization contributes to the onset of delamination, delamination 

initiation is likely related to dislocation motion (and dislocation interactions with carbon) in the 

ferrite lamellae. 

5.4 Comparisons of Heat Treated Wires with Similar Ultimate Tensile Strengths 
 

Ultimate tensile strength is the parameter used for the classification of drawn wires in industry, 

as strength is of the utmost importance for wire applications. Torsional ductility is needed for wires 

to be twisted into multi-wire strands, so a wire must be designed to have good torsional ductility 

while maintaining elevated strengths. Therefore, preventing the occurrence of delamination at a 

given tensile strength level is the primary objective for the improvement of industrially produced 

wires. 

To further investigate how composition, processing path, and post-drawing heat treatment in- 

fluenced final wire mechanical properties, two analyses were conducted. One analysis compared 

wires with the same alloying and processing history that had achieved similar strengths in different 

aging conditions to identify the heat treatment conditions that improved torsional ductility. The 

second analysis compared wire conditions of different processing paths or compositions that ex- 

perienced the same temperature/time aging condition to determine the preferred processing path 

or alloy composition for improved torsional ductility. From these analyses, suggestions regarding 

optimal aging, composition, and processing conditions could be made to improve the torsional 

ductility of the wire conditions included in this work. 

5.4.1 Aging Treatment Effect on Torsional Ductility 
 

UTS versus average surface shear strain at delamination was examined in order to identify wire 

conditions that had the greatest torsional ductility for a given strength level; Figure 5.12 shows the 

relationship between tensile strength and torsional ductility for all heat treated wires. Most heat 
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treated wire conditions clustered at low surface shear strains at delamination regardless of strength 

level, but some wires exhibited significantly higher torsional ductilities. These selected results that 

withstood higher levels of shear strain before delamination are contained in the encircled region of 

Figure 5.12. 

 

 

Figure 5.12: Average surface shear strain at delamination correlated with UTS of heat treated wire 
specimens. The data points encompassed by the circled region are identified as wire conditions  
in which higher than expected torsional ductilities were achieved in comparison to the majority of 
heat treated wire specimens. 

 
The heat treated wire conditions included in the circled region of the plot were those aged   

for 1 s at 425 °C, 450 °C, and 475 °C; these wires are listed in Table 5.4 with their UTS and 

surface shear strain at delamination. This selection within Figure 5.12 included wire conditions 

that exhibited both ductile and delamination failures in the three torsion tested specimens as well as 

conditions in which all tested specimens exhibited delamination failure, as identified previously in 

Table 5.1. Some ductile wire conditions were not depicted in the UTS versus surface shear strain 

at delamination because they did not delaminate, but are also included in Table 5.4. It is worth 

mentioning that the improved behavior at short aging times may not be achievable for industrial 

galvanizing, however. 
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Table 5.4: UTS and Average Surface Shear Strain at Delamination of High Ductility Conditions 
Circled in Figure 5.12 

 

*Uncertainty given as ± one standard deviation 
- Indicates wire did not delaminate 
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Wires with strengths similar to the high ductility conditions (within ±50 MPa) were selected 

out of the heat treated wire conditions in order to investigate how aging time and temperature af- 

fect torsional performance when strengths are equivalent. Processing path and composition were 

held constant in these comparisons in order to isolate the aging treatment variable. The collection 

of high torsional ductility conditions and the corresponding similar strength, lower ductility wires 

employed in this analysis are organized in Section E.2 of Appendix E. The LC-LSi-S-475/1 will 

be used as an example to show how the trends in this analysis of wires of similar strengths were 

identified. It is worth noting that all comparisons between high and low ductility conditions with 

similar UTS levels made in this analysis included wires heat treated within the time and tempera- 

ture ranges relevant to industrial hot-dip galvanizing. 

Table 5.5 provides the UTS and surface shear strain at delamination for the high ductility LC-

LSi-S-475/1 wire condition in addition to other LC-LSi-S heat treated wires that achieved similar 

strengths; the table also includes the difference between the UTS and surface shear strain at 

delamination of the high ductility and three lower ductility wire conditions. From this table, 

comparing the high ductility 475/1 condition to lower ductility 425/5 and 450/5 conditions revealed 

that aging conditions at lower temperatures and longer times were detrimental to torsional ductility, 

although similar UTS was achieved. Similar strength to the 475/1 condition was also achieved via 

aging at 475/20, but torsional ductility was dramatically reduced; therefore, it could be concluded 

that aging for longer times at the same treatment temperature diminished torsional ductility despite 

strength being equivalent. Analyses identical to the one described here were conducted for all high 

ductility conditions and are contained in Appendix E. 

A few overarching trends were observed through the analysis of similar strength wires with dif- 

ferent heat treatment conditions (contained in Section E.2 of Appendix E). In wires with strength 

nearly equivalent to the high-ductility conditions contained in Table 5.4, low ductilities were 

achieved in wire conditions treated for longer times, regardless of aging temperature. The sec- 

ond major trend than was determined from this analysis was if the aging time was equivalent, 

wires aged at higher temperatures exhibited worse torsional performance than the high ductility 
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Table 5.5: Comparison of UTS and Average Surface Shear Strain at Delamination between High 
Ductility Wire Condition LC-LSi-S-475/1 and Three Lower Ductility Wire Conditions with Dif- 
ferent Heat Treatments 

 

 
conditions of interest. Longer aging times and higher aging temperatures would allow for greater 

degrees of dislocation recovery to occur, spheroidization to initiate, and the residual stress state to 

be modified. Since these events all involve carbon motion and/or dislocation motion, it can be in- 

ferred that the dislocation and carbon motion (including dislocation pinning) associated with “age 

softening” that would occur to a greater degree at longer times and higher temperatures are critical 

factors influencing delamination. It has been determined previously that longer time and higher 

temperature aging (than were studied in this work) resulting in significant levels of spheroidization 

will improve torsional ductility, but is often at the cost of the elevated tensile strengths desired 

for application [12]. The presence of residual stresses due to wire drawing is known to promote 

delamination fracture, so it would be expected that relaxation of these stresses through aging at 

longer times and higher temperatures would also improve torsional ductility. In this analysis, since 

superior torsional ductility was achieved at shorter times and lower temperatures, it is surmised 

that the degree of residual stress relaxation achieved under the aging conditions considered in this 

work is insufficient to improve torsional ductility. 

From this analysis of wires with identical processing and composition parameters and heat 

treated using different temperature/time conditions, it is suggested that the interaction of carbon 

atoms and dislocations within the ferrite lamellae (that are driven by increased aging time and 

temperature) plays a critical role in the onset of delamination. It could be proposed that aging for 

shorter times and lower temperatures reduce the depth beneath the wire surface greatly affected by 

the heat treatment (due to heat transfer considerations), thereby eliminating or delaying the  onset 
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of delamination. Many other studies have reported delamination initiation to occur at some depth 

below the wire surface [6, 13, 14], so perhaps dislocation recovery and cementite spheroidization 

have not progressed at that critical depth in the short aging times and lower aging temperatures 

considered in this work. Additional investigation into the carbon atom and dislocation distributions 

within the ferrite lamellae at different depths below the wire surface would be needed to confirm 

this explanation. 

5.4.2 Processing and Composition Effect on Torsional Ductility 
 

The second objective of comparing heat treated wires at similar strength levels was to explore 

the impact of processing path and composition on the torsional ductility of the wires. For this 

analysis, wires were separated based on aging temperature/time conditions, and comparisons were 

made between wire conditions with similar UTS values. As in the previous analysis conducted for 

as-received, galvanized wires (presented in Section E.1 of Appendix E), many of these comparisons 

involved wires with more than one varied parameter, but there were also many scenarios where 

only one parameter was varied. The wire conditions compared for this portion of the similar 

strengths analysis were organized in Section E.3 of Appendix E and the important observations are 

summarized here. 

Comparisons of wires where composition was the same but processing path was varied re- 

vealed some situations where lead patented wires exhibited greater torsional ductility and other 

situations where Stelmor cooled wires exhibited greater torsional ductility; examples of these wire 

comparisons are contained in Table 5.6 and Table 5.7 where the UTS and surface shear strain at 

delamination are listed for the two wire conditions as well as the difference between the values. Ta- 

ble 5.6 shows an example where the patented condition exhibited superior torsional ductility when 

comparing LC-HSi-P-450/20 and LC-HSi-S-450/20, while Table 5.7 showed the Stelmor cooled 

condition was more ductile when comparing LC-HSi-P-450/5 and LC-HSi-S-450/5. Differences in 

torsional ductility were believed to be associated with differences in ILS (discussed previously in 

Section 4.3), but the mixed results of which processing path achieved a greater torsional ductility 
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revealed that other microstructural differences also play a role. 
 

Table 5.6: Comparison of UTS and Average Surface Shear Strain at Delamination between LC-
HSi-P and LC-HSi-S aged at 450 °C for 20 s 

 

 
 
Table 5.7: Comparison of UTS and Average Surface Shear Strain at Delamination between LC-
HSi-P and LC-HSi-S aged at 450 °C for 5 s 

 

 
Comparisons of wires with low carbon versus high carbon (when processing path is held con- 

stant) revealed that wire conditions with higher levels of carbon resulted in a lower torsional duc- 

tility; an example of such a comparison is between LC-LSi-S-475/5 and HC-LSi-S-475/5 provided 

in Table 5.8. Similar comparisons could be made for high and low silicon compositions, which 

also showed increased alloying through silicon additions is detrimental to torsional ductility; Ta- 

ble 5.9 shows the comparison of LC-LSi-P-475/10 and LC-HSi-P-475/10, which supported the 

observation that increased silicon content would result in reduced torsional ductility. Heat treat- 

ment conditions were identical in these comparisons of compositions, and it is interpreted that the 

additions of carbon and silicon influenced the degree of dislocation recovery and spheroidization 

achieved during aging. 

Through the comparison of wires that underwent identical heat treatments, it was concluded 

that increased additions of carbon and silicon were detrimental to torsional ductility in wires of 

equivalent strength.  The conditions that result in Stelmor cooled or lead patented wires having 
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Table 5.8: Comparison of UTS and Average Surface Shear Strain at Delamination between LC-
LSi-S and HC-LSi-S aged at 475 °C for 5 s 

 

 
Table 5.9: Comparison of UTS and Average Surface Shear Strain at Delamination between LC-
LSi-P and LC-HSi-P treated at 475 °C for 10 s 

 

 
superior torsional ductility are not yet clear. Again, further work to reveal how these composition 

and processing changes influence the pearlitic microstructure beyond ILS may provide crucial 

insights into the role of carbon and dislocation motion on delamination. 

5.4.3 Summary 
 

In order to improve wire performance in industry, torsional ductility must be improved while 

the required tensile strength is maintained. Through the comparison of wires with identical pro- 

cessing paths and compositions, but different aging treatments, it was determined that aging at 

lower temperatures and for shorter times suppresses delamination in some wire conditions. Duc- 

tile fracture was achieved with 425/1, 450/1, and 475/1 aging treatments for many of the wire 

conditions considered in this work, meaning that delamination failure could be avoided within  

the temperature range relevant to galvanizing treatments in industry, although 1 s treatment times 

would not be practical. As the 1 s treatment resulted in significantly improved torsional ductility 

even in wire conditions where delamination fracture still occurred, it was proposed here that a 

short treatment time did not allow significant carbon and dislocation motion to occur.  By com- 
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paring wires of similar strengths where composition or processing path were varied (and heat 

treatment was held constant), it could be concluded that increased additions of carbon and silicon 

were detrimental to torsional ductility; no general conclusion could be made on whether Stelmor 

cooling or lead patenting processing always produced a wire with superior torsional ductility. It 

was previously found that finer ILS resulted in higher torsional ductility, but the analysis completed 

here revealed that microstructural features beyond ILS govern delamination occurrence. 

Overall, the analyses conducted in this section proved that the methods that can be employed 

to improve tensile strength will affect torsional ductility to different degrees; an increase in tensile 

strength does not necessarily mean an equivalent decrease in torsional ductility. Additionally, the 

analyses showed that the base alloy composition and the Stelmor cooling process (the composition 

and processing path shown to produce the lowest strength wires) could achieve similar strengths 

and superior torsional ductilities to wires with alloying additions and lead patenting processing 

when an aging treatment is applied post-drawing. This result is critical to industry, as the strengths 

required for certain applications can be achieved with less alloying and fewer processing steps 

while simultaneously improving ductility. However, this result is only applicable to wires with 

strengths up to approximately 2200 MPa; in order to achieve strengths beyond this level, lead 

patenting and additional alloying with carbon and silicon are needed, as was seen in both as- 

received and heat treated wire conditions examined here. 
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CHAPTER 6 

TENSILE PRESTRAINING EFFECT ON THE TORSIONAL BEHAVIOR OF GALVANIZED 

WIRES 

 

This chapter presents an investigation of the effect of tensile prestraining on the subsequent 

fracture behavior of galvanized wire under torsional loading. What is known as a skin pass is 

sometimes employed in industry to impart light deformation to the drawn wire surface, and it was 

of interest to determine if a post-drawing deformation step would influence mobile dislocation 

content, torsional yielding behavior, and delamination behavior. 

6.1 Objective, Background, and Sample Selection 
 

This investigation was prompted by the observation of an incipient yield point phenomenon in 

the true stress-strain curves in tension for certain galvanized wire conditions, shown in Figure 6.1a. 

This figure shows the true stress-strain curves of the three wire compositions in the Stelmor cooled 

condition. This incipient yield point phenomenon in the true stress-strain curves is more evident 

in the corresponding instantaneous work hardening rate versus true strain curves, presented in 

Figure 6.1b. It was of interest to see if the yielding behavior observed for galvanized wires is 

related to the delamination behavior of the wires, as it occurs at low levels of strain similar to 

those at which delamination initiates. By prestraining the galvanized wire, perhaps the yielding 

and delamination behaviors could be modified. 

From these true stress-strain curves, the LC-HSi composition was chosen for further exam- 

ination as it had the most pronounced change in work hardening rate at low strains where the   

rate of increase of the true stress with true strain flattens out briefly before the work hardening 

rate increases at higher strains; this phenomenon corresponded to a dip in the instantaneous work 

hardening rate versus true strain curve as seen in Figure 6.1b. It is also important to note that the 

LC-HSi wire composition had the lowest torsional ductility with the lowest surface shear strain at 
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delamination (listed previously in Table 4.3). Stelmor cooled and lead patented wires of this com- 

position were both examined to compare the influence of processing on the delamination behavior 

after prestraining. 

 
 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 6.1: Representative tensile (a) true stress-strain and (b) instantaneous work hardening rate 
versus true strain curves of three S-G wires comparing chemical compositions. 

 
While drawing prestrains may be of interest for the wires considered in this work, prestraining 

was applied in uniaxial tension for simplicity. Levels of prestrain were chosen based on the charac- 

teristics of the instantaneous work hardening rate versus true strain curve, shown in Figure 6.1b, as 

this curve exhibited the interesting low-strain behavior (circled region in the figure) more clearly 

than the true stress-strain curve. The “dip” (where the instantaneous work hardening rate increased 

briefly before decreasing again) in this figure was more prominent in the Stelmor cooled condition 

than in the lead patented wire; wires were prestrained 0.03 to a true strain value just past this re- 

gion to determine if the incipient yield point phenomenon affected subsequent torsional ductility 

of the wires. Additional prestrains at lower and higher levels were also considered to see how 

varying the degree of mechanical deformation may affect torsional performance; thus, tensile true 

prestrain values of 0.015, 0.03, and 0.045 were selected. Figure 6.2 shows the instantaneous work 
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hardening rate versus true strain curves of the LC-HSi-S-G and LC-HSi-P-G wire conditions with 

the selected prestrain values indicated by the vertical lines. 

 

Figure 6.2: Instantaneous work hardening rate versus true strain comparing Stelmor cooled to lead 
patenting processing paths; vertical lines mark the selected tensile prestrains of 0.015, 0.03, and 
0.045. 

 
 
6.2 Evaluation of Torsion Behavior 

 
After wires were tensile prestrained to the desired level, they were tested in torsion until de- 

lamination occurred. The results of these torsion tests for LC-HSi-S-G and LC-HSi-P-G wire 

conditions are shown in Figure 6.3a and Figure 6.3b, respectively. Summaries of the average cal- 

culated surface shear stress and surface shear strain at delamination for each prestrained condition 

in addition to the change in these properties with respect to the as-received condition are also 

contained in Figure 6.3a for LC-HSi-S-G specimens and Figure 6.3b for LC-HSi-P-G specimens. 

With increasing levels of prestrain for both the galvanized Stelmor cooled and lead patented 

wire, the surface shear stress at delamination decreased moderately from the as-received condition 

(ranging from 42 MPa to 114 MPa reduction), and the slope of the torque-twist curve was reduced 

in the low strain regime. All levels of prestraining resulted in an increase in surface shear strain 
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Figure 6.3: Torque-twist curves and the corresponding change in torsion properties for the galva- 
nized as-received and the prestrained (PS) wires for the LC-HSi-S condition. 
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Figure 6.4: Torque-twist curves and the corresponding change in torsion properties for the galva- 
nized as-received and the prestrained (PS) wires for the LC-HSi-P condition. 
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at delamination, with a maximum increase of 0.082 and 0.079 for the LC-HSi-S and LC-HSi-P 

conditions, respectively. The magnitude of this increase in surface shear strain from the as-received 

condition was very similar for the Stelmor cooled and lead patented conditions for each prestrain 

except 0.015. For the lead patented condition, a 0.015 prestrain resulted in very little improvement 

in delamination behavior in comparison to the as-received condition. Overall, however, tensile 

prestrain generally appears to enhance torsional ductility. 

As indicated by the surface shear strain at delamination, prestraining the galvanized wires led to 

a greater degree of strain prior to delamination when compared to the initial as-received condition. 

This increase in the degree of strain prior to delaminationwas more prevalent for the 0.03 and 

0.045 prestrains for both Stelmor cooled and patented conditions. Increasing the level of prestrain 

also resulted in a more roundhouse-type yielding behavior in torsion (as is typical for skin passed 

steels); again, this behavior was more prevalent at the higher levels of prestrain. 

6.3   Discussion 
 

Overall, application of a prestrain to galvanized wires increases the surface shear strain at 

delamination and slightly decreases the surface shear stress at delamination. The changes in tor- 

sional properties reflected an improvement in torsional performance for all tested wire conditions, 

although delamination failure was not eliminated. Since the changes in the surface shear stresses 

and strains at delamination were similar for the Stelmor cooled and lead patented conditions, it is 

surmised that the more pronounced yield point associated with the decrease in work hardening rate 

for the Stelmor cooled condition did not affect the torsional performance. From these results, the 

influence of the tensile yielding behavior of the galvanized wires in tensile testing on delamination 

behavior is apparent, but not fully understood. 

As exhibited by these prestrain experiments, mechanical deformation of heat treated wires can 

improve torsional performance. Since the calculated surface shear stresses at delamination and the 

shear yielding behavior were altered with increasing strain, it is believed that the internal stresses 

and mobile dislocation density were modified by prestraining. Straining the wires prior to torsion 
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may relax some residual stresses imparted by the drawing that are known to influence delamination 

occurrence [6]. Increasing the mobile dislocation density may prevent stress concentrations known 

to develop near spheroidized or fragmented cementite lamellae during torsional deformation [8, 11, 

13]. Finally, void behavior could possibly change as a result of the prestrain step as some existing 

voids may have the opportunity to close depending on their orientation with respect to the wire 

axis and new voids may also form. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

For industrial applications, wires must have high strengths, but also good torsional ductility. 

The purpose of this work was to investigate the influence of composition, processing path, and 

post-drawing heat treatments on wire microstructure and mechanical properties. Microstructural 

evaluation and mechanical testing were conducted on as-received wires to relate microstructural 

features and tensile properties to wire performance during torsional loading. As-drawn wires were 

heat treated using a salt pot to simulate hot-dip galvanizing conditions to determine the effect of 

aging time and temperature on subsequent tensile and torsion deformation behavior in addition to 

tensile strength and torsional ductility. The effect of tensile prestraining on torsional ductility was 

examined to identify how mechanical deformation influences torsional yielding and delamination 

behaviors. 

The effects of alloying additions of carbon and silicon on mechanical properties and mi- 

crostructure were an important aspect of the project design; carbon and silicon additions reduced 

the ILS and increased the tensile strength of the wires, but also reduced the torsional ductility. 

Increasing carbon and silicon content did not greatly affect the evolution of mechanical properties 

with increasing aging time or temperature, but some differences in behavior were noted. In the lead 

patented wire condition, further addition of carbon reduced the change in UTS with temperature; 

the change in UTS with aging temperature for the patented high carbon condition was more similar 

to the change in UTS observed in the Stelmor cooled wire conditions. From the literature, wires 

with higher carbon concentrations are known to experience greater levels of carbon supersatura- 

tion within the ferrite lamellae as a result of wire drawing; it is suggested that a greater carbon 

concentration within the ferrite lamellae in the higher carbon steel results in increased carbon- 

dislocation interaction. It is hypothesized that the carbon-dislocation interactions may suppress 

recovery in this temperature regime between 325 °C and 475 °C. Silicon additions delayed the on- 
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set of spheroidization with increasing aging time, but did not affect the evolution of tensile strength 

with increasing aging temperature; therefore, the change in UTS with change in aging temperature 

observed in the high silicon wire is attributed primarily to dislocation recovery. 

Processing history significantly affected torsional ductility and aging behavior of drawn wires. 

Lead patenting resulted in a pearlitic microstructure containing a finer ILS than wires directly 

drawn from the Stelmor cooled condition, which lead to simultaneous improvement in both tensile 

strength and torsional ductility. The lead patented wire conditions exhibited greater degrees of ce- 

mentite fragmentation and spheroidization as a result of the galvanizing treatment when compared 

to the Stelmor cooled wires, but this microstructure with fewer intact cementite lamellae did not 

result in diminished torsional ductility that was expected. As a result, it is inferred that bent ce- 

mentite lamellae and “thick” ferrite regions, which were observed in greater quantities in the less 

ductile Stelmor cooled conditions, had a greater influence on torsional ductility than the ILS in the 

wires considered in this study. Lead patented wires were observed to experience greater changes in 

UTS and surface shear strain at delamination with aging time and temperature when compared to 

Stelmor cooled wire conditions, so it is concluded that lead patented wires are more sensitive to ag- 

ing treatments. The increased sensitivity is attributed to the more refined microstructure achieved 

via lead patenting in comparison to Stelmor cooling; a finer initial microstructure would accumu- 

late a higher quantity of dislocations during the wire drawing process, and an increased quantity 

of dislocations would subsequently provide a higher driving force for dislocation recovery during 

aging treatments, and thus greater softening during longer-time aging. 

Industrial hot-dip galvanizing treatments induced delamination fracture in torsion in the as- 

received wire conditions. While literature has attributed delamination to the spheroidized mi- 

crostructure of the galvanized wire conditions, experimental heat treatments revealed that delam- 

ination could be initiated through low temperatures aging, prior to the onset of spheroidization. 

Therefore, dislocation recovery and the interactions between carbon atoms and dislocations within 

the ferrite induced by aging are believed to influence delamination behavior. 
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A primary objective of the aging study was to observe the effects of short-time aging treatments 

on torsional ductility and to obtain insights into the influence of processing path and composition 

on delamination fracture. Short-time aging treatments of 1 s avoided delamination at temperatures 

relevant to industrial hot-dip galvanizing in some wire conditions; wires processed via lead patent- 

ing and wires containing elevated levels of carbon and silicon were more likely to delaminate at 

the 1 s treatment time, meaning these conditions were more sensitive to aging. Comparison of 

torsional ductilities for wires of a given strength level further confirmed that decreasing aging time 

and temperature improved torsional ductility in heat treated wires. Carbon and dislocation motions 

critical to delamination initiation are precluded at short immersion times. 

Since interactions between carbon atoms and dislocations strongly influence the yielding be- 

havior and torsional ductility of the drawn wires, an additional experiment was designed in which 

three tensile prestraining levels were imparted to two galvanized wires (LC-HSi-S and LC-HSi-P) 

to modify the properties via mechanical deformation.  It was observed that increasing the de-  

gree of tensile prestrain resulted in an improved torsional ductility and slightly diminished shear 

yield strength; equivalent degrees of ductility improvement and strength reduction occurred in both 

the Stelmor cooled and lead patented conditions. Delamination fracture was suppressed, but not 

avoided, presumably through effects on residual stresses and mobile dislocation density and/or dis- 

location distribution. The observation that prestrain can improve torsional ductility provides new 

insight that may be helpful in continuing efforts to understand and mitigate delamination. 
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APPENDIX A  

VALIDATION OF GALVANIZED TENSILE BEHAVIOR WITH COATING REMOVED 

 

There were many challenges related to premature grip failure encountered during tensile test- 

ing. Initially, flat-faced grips were used and premature failure in the grips was experienced for all 

as-drawn and galvanized samples. Copper inserts, grinding of the sample ends, and high levels  

of preloading were a few of the modifications made in an effort to alleviate the concentration of 

stresses at the sample-grip wedge interface, all without success. The purchase and implementation 

of the v-grip wedges allowed for better distribution of the gripping stress across the wire surface, 

resulting in successful tensile tests for all as-drawn samples. 

After a few successful tests, galvanized samples again began prematurely failing in the grips. 

Comparing the surfaces that were gripped in the wedges of as-drawn and galvanized wires after 

testing showed that the wedge teeth were leaving deep grooves on the galvanized wires. This 

behavior was due to the softer galvanized coating yielding well before the steel wire, allowing 

slippage in the grips. As the wire slipped out of the grips, the grooves left by the teeth can induce 

localized necking and premature fracture. 

To prevent galvanized samples from slipping in the grips, the galvanized coating was removed 

from the wire as explained in the Section 3.3.3. As a result, successful tensile tests where wires 

broke within the gage length were achieved. Validation of this method was required to ensure  

that exposure to hydrochloric acid did not change the shape of the tensile curve or the mechan- 

ical properties. Figure A.1a compares the tensile curve of two LC-HSi-P-G samples that failed 

within the gage length: one tested with the galvanized coating and one with the coating removed 

(“Zn-removed”). From this figure, it appears that the shapes of the tensile curves are identical. The 

Zn-removed sample had a higher yield strength and tensile strength. Since the effect of the soft 

zinc coating on the load carrying capacity of the wire is small, the diameter of the Zn-removed 

wire was used to re-calculate stress in the galvanized condition and the resulting tensile curve is 
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plotted together with the Zn-removed wire in Figure A.1b. There is no significant difference in 

the tensile curves meaning the higher apparent strength of the Zn-removed condition is due to the 

reduction in diameter used for calculating stress after the removal of the galvanized layer. From 

this figure, it can be concluded that the tensile results obtained from testing galvanized wire with 

the coating removed are indicative of the true tensile properties of the galvanized wire. 

 
 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure A.1: Engineering stress-strain curves comparing two LC-HSi-P-G wires tensile tested with 
a galvanized and Zn-removed surface. In (a), the galvanized wire’s stresses are calculated with the 
galvanized layer included in the wire diameter; in (b), the galvanized wire diameter is adjusted to 
that of the Zn-removed wire. 

 
Two galvanized wire conditions, LC-LSi-S and HC-LSi-S, failed only in the grips despite the 

removal of the galvanized layer. To determine if their ultimate tensile strengths and percent uniform 

elongations were representative of the true wire properties, tensile curves of sample failure in the 

flat-faced grips and in the v-grips were compared as shown in Figure A.2. While the sample that 

failed in the flat-faced grips reached its peak load just before failure, the sample tested in the v-

grips achieved its ultimate strength well before failure in the grips. Having the peak load occur at 

the moment of failure is characteristic of grip-induced failures. Since the stress level of the wire 

tested in the v-grips reached a peak and began to decrease in a similar manner to other galvanized 
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samples that successfully broke in the gage length, the measured peak stress is believed to represent 

the ultimate tensile strength of the wire, despite fracture outside the gage length. Additionally, the 

uniform elongations are considered representative, but the amount of total elongation was likely 

impacted by the grip failure. 

 

Figure A.2: Engineering stress-strain curves comparing two LC-LSi-S-G wires that failed in the 
grips: one tensile tested in flat-faced grip wedges, and one tested in v-grips. The point of ultimate 
tensile strength is indicated by an “x” on each curve. 
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APPENDIX B 

AS-RECEIVED MICROSTRUCTURES, TENSION STRESS-STRAIN RESULTS, 

AND TORSION TORQUE-TWIST RESULTS 

 
B.1 Representative Micrographs of Drawn Wires 

 
Representative micrographs of all as-received wire conditions. In all images, the observed 

surface is a longitudinal plane parallel to the wire axis and was picral etched. The drawing direction 

is oriented horizontal to the page. 

 
 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure B.1: Representative FESEM images for (a) LC-LSi-S-AD and (b) LC-LSi-S-G. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure B.2: Representative FESEM images for (a) LC-LSi-P-AD and (b) LC-LSi-P-G. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure B.3: Representative FESEM images for (a) HC-LSi-S-AD and (b) HC-LSi-S-G. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure B.4: Representative FESEM images for (a) HC-LSi-P-AD and (b) HC-LSi-P-G. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure B.5: Representative FESEM images for (a) LC-HSi-S-AD and (b) LC-HSi-S-G. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure B.6: Representative FESEM images for (a) LC-HSi-P-AD and (b) LC-HSi-P-G. 
 
 

B.2 Tensile Tests 
 

Engineering stress-strain curves for all as-received wire conditions are presented below. All 

samples were tested at an engineering strain rate of 4.17 x 10-4 s-1. Samples without post-uniform 

elongation fractured outside the extensometer gage length. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure B.7: Engineering stress-strain curves for three samples of (a) as-drawn and (b) galvanized 
low carbon, low silicon, Stelmor cooled wire. All galvanized samples fractures occurred in the 
grips. 

 
 
 
 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure B.8: Engineering stress-strain curves for three samples of (a) as-drawn and (b) galvanized 
low carbon, low silicon, lead patented wire. As-drawn specimens exhibited longitudinal splits 
upon fracture. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure B.9: Engineering stress-strain curves for three samples of (a) as-drawn and (b) galvanized 
high carbon, low silicon, Stelmor cooled wire. All galvanized samples fractures occurred in the 
grips. 

 
 
 
 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure B.10: Engineering stress-strain curves for three samples of (a) as-drawn and (b) galvanized 
high carbon, low silicon, lead patented wire. As-drawn specimens exhibited longitudinal splits 
upon fracture. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure B.11: Engineering stress-strain curves for three samples of (a) as-drawn and (b) galvanized 
low carbon, high silicon, Stelmor cooled wire. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure B.12: Engineering stress-strain curves for three samples of (a) as-drawn and (b) galvanized 
low carbon, high silicon, lead patented wire. All as-drawn specimens and one galvanized specimen 
exhibited longitudinal splits upon fracture. 
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B.3 Torsion Tests 
 

Torque-twist curves for all as-received wire conditions are presented below. All tests were run 

at 0.5 RPM. 

 
 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure B.13: Torque-twist curves for three samples of (a) as-drawn and (b) galvanized low carbon, 
low silicon, Stelmor cooled wire. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure B.14: Torque-twist curves for three samples of (a) as-drawn and (b) galvanized low carbon, 
low silicon, lead patented wire. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure B.15: Torque-twist curves for three samples of (a) as-drawn and (b) galvanized high carbon, 
low silicon, Stelmor cooled wire. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure B.16: Torque-twist curves for three samples of (a) as-drawn and (b) galvanized high carbon, 
low silicon, lead patented wire. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure B.17: Torque-twist curves for three samples of (a) as-drawn and (b) galvanized low carbon, 
high silicon, Stelmor cooled wire. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure B.18: Torque-twist curves for three samples of (a) as-drawn and (b) galvanized low carbon, 
high silicon, lead patented wire. 
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APPENDIX C 

HEAT TREATED WIRES TENSION AND TORSION RESULTS 

 

C.1 Tensile Tests 
 

Engineering stress-strain curves for all heat treated wire conditions. All samples were tested 

at an engineering strain rate of 4.17 x 10-4 s-1. Samples without post-uniform elongation would 

have either failed outside the extensometer gage length or experienced grip-induced fracture; the 

wires that exhibited these behaviors were not pulled to failure to prevent wear of the grip faces, 

so fracture behavior is not reported. Finally, those wires that exhibited longitudinal splitting upon 

fracture are identified. 

 
Figure C.1: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-LSi-S-325/20. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 

Figure C.2: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-LSi-S-350/20. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 
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Figure C.3: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-LSi-S-375/20. 

Figure C.4: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-LSi-S-400/20. 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure C.5: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-LSi-P-325/20. This wire experi- 
enced a grip-induced fracture. 

Figure C.6: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-LSi-P-350/20. This specimen exhib- 
ited longitudinal splits upon fracture. 
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Figure C.7: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-LSi-P-375/20. This specimen exhib- 
ited longitudinal splits upon fracture. 

Figure C.8: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-LSi-P-400/20. This specimen exhib- 
ited longitudinal splits upon fracture. 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure C.9: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for HC-LSi-S-325/20. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 

Figure C.10: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for HC-LSi-S-350/20. 
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Figure C.11: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for HC-LSi-S-375/20. 

Figure C.12: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for HC-LSi-S-400/20. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure C.13: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for HC-LSi-P-325/20. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 

Figure C.14: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for HC-LSi-P-350/20. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 
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Figure C.15: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for HC-LSi-P-375/20. This specimen exhib- 
ited longitudinal splits upon fracture. 

Figure C.16: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for HC-LSi-P-400/20. This specimen exhib- 
ited longitudinal splits upon fracture. 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure C.17: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-HSi-S-325/20. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 

Figure C.18: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-HSi-S-350/20. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 
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Figure C.19: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-HSi-S-375/20. 

Figure C.20: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-HSi-S-400/20. 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure C.21: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-HSi-P-325/20. This specimen expe- 
rienced grip-induced fracture. 

Figure C.22: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-HSi-P-350/20. This specimen expe- 
rienced grip-induced fracture. 
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Figure C.23: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-HSi-P-375/20. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 

Figure C.24: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-HSi-P-400/20. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure C.25: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-LSi-S-425/1. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 

Figure C.26: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-LSi-S-425/5. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 
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Figure C.27: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-LSi-S-425/10. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 

Figure C.28: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-LSi-S-425/20. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure C.29: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-LSi-P-425/1. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 

Figure C.30: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-LSi-P-425/5. This specimen experi- 
enced grip-induced fracture. 
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Figure C.31: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-LSi-P-425/10. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 

Figure C.32: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-LSi-P-425/20. This specimen exhib- 
ited longitudinal splits upon fracture. 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure C.33: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for HC-LSi-S-425/1. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 

Figure C.34: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for HC-LSi-S-425/5. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 
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Figure C.35: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for HC-LSi-S-425/10. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 

Figure C.36: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for HC-LSi-S-425/20. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure C.37: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for HC-LSi-P-425/1. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 

Figure C.38: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for HC-LSi-P-425/5. This specimen experi- 
enced grip-induced fracture. 
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Figure C.39: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for HC-LSi-P-425/10. This specimen exhib- 
ited longitudinal splits upon fracture. 

Figure C.40: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for HC-LSi-P-425/20. This specimen exhib- 
ited longitudinal splits upon fracture. 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure C.41: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-HSi-S-425/1. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 

Figure C.42: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-HSi-S-425/5. This specimen experi- 
enced grip-induced fracture. 
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Figure C.43: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-HSi-S-425/10. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 

Figure C.44: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-HSi-S-425/20. 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure C.45: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-HSi-P-425/1. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 

Figure C.46: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-HSi-P-425/5. This specimen experi- 
enced grip-induced fracture. 
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Figure C.47: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-HSi-P-425/10. This specimen expe- 
rienced grip-induced fracture. 

Figure C.48: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-HSi-P-425/20. This specimen exhib- 
ited longitudinal splits upon fracture. 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure C.49: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-LSi-S-450/1. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 

Figure C.50: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-LSi-S-450/5. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 
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Figure C.51: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-LSi-S-450/10. 

Figure C.52: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-LSi-S-450/20. 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure C.53: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-LSi-P-450/1. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 

Figure C.54: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-LSi-P-450/5. This specimen experi- 
enced grip-induced fracture. 
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Figure C.55: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-LSi-P-450/10. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 

Figure C.56: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-LSi-P-450/20. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure C.57: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for HC-LSi-S-450/1. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 

Figure C.58: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for HC-LSi-S-450/5. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 
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Figure C.59: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for HC-LSi-S-450/10. 

Figure C.60: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for HC-LSi-S-450/20. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure C.61: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for HC-LSi-P-450/1. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 

Figure C.62: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for HC-LSi-P-450/5. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 
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Figure C.63: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for HC-LSi-P-450/10. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 

Figure C.64: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for HC-LSi-P-450/20. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure C.65: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-HSi-S-450/1. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 

Figure C.66: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-HSi-S-450/5. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 
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Figure C.67: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-HSi-S-450/10. 

Figure C.68: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-HSi-S-450/20. This specimen exhib- 
ited longitudinal splits upon fracture. 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure C.69: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-HSi-P-450/1. 

Figure C.70: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-HSi-P-450/5. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 
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Figure C.71: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-HSi-P-450/10. 

Figure C.72: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-HSi-P-450/20. This specimen exhib- 
ited longitudinal splits upon fracture. 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure C.73: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-LSi-S-475/1. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 

Figure C.74: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-LSi-S-475/5. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 
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Figure C.75: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-LSi-S-475/10. 

Figure C.76: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-LSi-S-475/20. 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure C.77: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-LSi-P-475/1. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 

Figure C.78: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-LSi-P-475/5. This specimen experi- 
enced grip-induced fracture. 
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Figure C.79: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-LSi-P-475/10. This specimen exhib- 
ited longitudinal splits upon fracture. 

Figure C.80: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-LSi-P-475/20. This specimen exhib- 
ited longitudinal splits upon fracture. 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure C.81: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for HC-LSi-S-475/1. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 

Figure C.82: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for HC-LSi-S-475/5. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 
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Figure C.83: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for HC-LSi-S-475/10. 

Figure C.84: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for HC-LSi-S-475/20. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure C.85: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for HC-LSi-P-475/1. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 

Figure C.86: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for HC-LSi-P-475/5. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 
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Figure C.87: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for HC-LSi-P-475/10. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 

Figure C.88: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for HC-LSi-P-475/20. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure C.89: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-HSi-S-475/1. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 

Figure C.90: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-HSi-S-475/5. This specimen exhib- 
ited longitudinal splits upon fracture. 
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Figure C.91: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-HSi-S-475/10. 

Figure C.92: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-HSi-S-475/20. 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure C.93: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-HSi-P-475/1. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 

Figure C.94: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-HSi-P-475/5. This specimen experi- 
enced grip-induced fracture. 
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Figure C.95: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-HSi-P-475/10. This specimen failed 
outside the extensometer gage length. 

Figure C.96: Engineering stress-strain curve 
for LC-HSi-P-475/20. This specimen exhib- 
ited longitudinal splits upon fracture. 

 
 

C.2 Torsion Tests 
 

Torque-twist curves for all heat treated wire conditions. All tests were run at 0.5 RPM. 
 

 
Figure   C.97: Torque-twist   curves   for 
LC-LSi-S-325/20. 

Figure   C.98: Torque-twist   curves   for 
LC-LSi-S-350/20. 
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Figure   C.99: Torque-twist   curves   for 
LC-LSi-S-375/20. 

Figure  C.100: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-LSi-S-400/20. 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure  C.101: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-LSi-P-325/20. 

Figure  C.102: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-LSi-P-350/20. 
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Figure  C.103: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-LSi-P-375/20. 

Figure  C.104: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-LSi-P-400/20. 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure  C.105: Torque-twist  curves  for 
HC-LSi-S-325/20. 

Figure  C.106: Torque-twist  curves  for 
HC-LSi-S-350/20. 
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Figure  C.107: Torque-twist  curves  for 
HC-LSi-S-375/20. 

Figure  C.108: Torque-twist  curves  for 
HC-LSi-S-400/20. 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure  C.109: Torque-twist  curves  for 
HC-LSi-P-325/20. 

Figure  C.110: Torque-twist  curves  for 
HC-LSi-P-350/20. 
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Figure  C.111: Torque-twist  curves  for 
HC-LSi-P-375/20. 

Figure  C.112: Torque-twist  curves  for 
HC-LSi-P-400/20. 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure  C.113: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-HSi-S-325/20. 

Figure  C.114: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-HSi-S-350/20. 
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Figure  C.115: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-HSi-S-375/20. 

Figure  C.116: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-HSi-S-400/20. 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure  C.117: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-HSi-P-325/20. 

Figure  C.118: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-HSi-P-350/20. 
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Figure  C.119: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-HSi-P-375/20. 

Figure  C.120: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-HSi-P-400/20. 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure  C.121: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-LSi-S-425/1. 

Figure  C.122: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-LSi-S-425/5. 
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Figure  C.123: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-LSi-S-425/10. 

Figure  C.124: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-LSi-S-425/20. 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure  C.125: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-LSi-P-425/1. 

Figure  C.126: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-LSi-P-425/5. 
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Figure  C.127: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-LSi-P-425/10. 

Figure  C.128: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-LSi-P-425/20. 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure  C.129: Torque-twist  curves  for 
HC-LSi-S-425/1. 

Figure  C.130: Torque-twist  curves  for 
HC-LSi-S-425/5. 
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Figure  C.131: Torque-twist  curves  for 
HC-LSi-S-425/10. 

Figure  C.132: Torque-twist  curves  for 
HC-LSi-S-425/20. 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure  C.133: Torque-twist  curves  for 
HC-LSi-P-425/1. 

Figure  C.134: Torque-twist  curves  for 
HC-LSi-P-425/5. 
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Figure  C.135: Torque-twist  curves  for 
HC-LSi-P-425/10. 

Figure  C.136: Torque-twist  curves  for 
HC-LSi-P-425/20. 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure  C.137: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-HSi-S-425/1. 

Figure  C.138: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-HSi-S-425/5. 
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Figure  C.139: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-HSi-S-425/10. 

Figure  C.140: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-HSi-S-425/20. 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure  C.141: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-HSi-P-425/1. 

Figure  C.142: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-HSi-P-425/5. 
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Figure  C.143: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-HSi-P-425/10. 

Figure  C.144: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-HSi-P-425/20. 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure  C.145: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-LSi-S-450/1. 

Figure  C.146: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-LSi-S-450/5. 
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Figure  C.147: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-LSi-S-450/10. 

Figure  C.148: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-LSi-S-450/20. 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure  C.149: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-LSi-P-450/1. 

Figure  C.150: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-LSi-P-450/5. 
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Figure  C.151: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-LSi-P-450/10. 

Figure  C.152: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-LSi-P-450/20. 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure  C.153: Torque-twist  curves  for 
HC-LSi-S-450/1. 

Figure  C.154: Torque-twist  curves  for 
HC-LSi-S-450/5. 
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Figure  C.155: Torque-twist  curves  for 
HC-LSi-S-450/10. 

Figure  C.156: Torque-twist  curves  for 
HC-LSi-S-450/20. 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure  C.157: Torque-twist  curves  for 
HC-LSi-P-450/1. 

Figure  C.158: Torque-twist  curves  for 
HC-LSi-P-450/5. 
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Figure  C.159: Torque-twist  curves  for 
HC-LSi-P-450/10. 

Figure  C.160: Torque-twist  curves  for 
HC-LSi-P-450/20. 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure  C.161: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-HSi-S-450/1. 

Figure  C.162: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-HSi-S-450/5. 
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Figure  C.163: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-HSi-S-450/10. 

Figure  C.164: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-HSi-S-450/20. 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure  C.165: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-HSi-P-450/1. 

Figure  C.166: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-HSi-P-450/5. 
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Figure  C.167: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-HSi-P-450/10. 

Figure  C.168: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-HSi-P-450/20. 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure  C.169: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-LSi-S-475/1. 

Figure  C.170: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-LSi-S-475/5. 
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Figure  C.171: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-LSi-S-475/10. 

Figure  C.172: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-LSi-S-475/20. 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure  C.173: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-LSi-P-475/1. 

Figure  C.174: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-LSi-P-475/5. 
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Figure  C.175: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-LSi-P-475/10. 

Figure  C.176: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-LSi-P-475/20. 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure  C.177: Torque-twist  curves  for 
HC-LSi-S-475/1. 

Figure  C.178: Torque-twist  curves  for 
HC-LSi-S-475/5. 
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Figure  C.179: Torque-twist  curves  for 
HC-LSi-S-475/10. 

Figure  C.180: Torque-twist  curves  for 
HC-LSi-S-475/20. 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure  C.181: Torque-twist  curves  for 
HC-LSi-P-475/1. 

Figure  C.182: Torque-twist  curves  for 
HC-LSi-P-475/5. 
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Figure  C.183: Torque-twist  curves  for 
HC-LSi-P-475/10. 

Figure  C.184: Torque-twist  curves  for 
HC-LSi-P-475/20. 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure  C.185: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-HSi-S-475/1. 

Figure  C.186: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-HSi-S-475/5. 
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Figure  C.187: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-HSi-S-475/10. 

Figure  C.188: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-HSi-S-475/20. 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure  C.189: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-HSi-P-475/1. 

Figure  C.190: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-HSi-P-475/5. 
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Figure  C.191: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-HSi-P-475/10. 

Figure  C.192: Torque-twist  curves  for 
LC-HSi-P-475/20. 
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APPENDIX D 

PROPERTY CHANGES WITH HEAT TREATMENT TIME AND TEMPERATURE 

COMPARING PROCESSES AND COMPOSITIONS 

 
D.1 Ultimate Tensile Strength 

 
The change in UTS with heat treatment time or temperature, separated by wire composition or 

processing condition for further comparison. 

 
Figure D.1: Ultimate tensile strength versus 
heat treatment time at 425 °C for the LC-LSi 
composition comparing Stelmor cooling and 
lead patenting processes. 

Figure D.2: Ultimate tensile strength versus 
heat treatment time at 425 °C for the HC-LSi 
composition comparing Stelmor cooling and 
lead patenting processes. 
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Figure D.3: Ultimate tensile strength versus 
heat treatment time at 425 °C for the LC-HSi 
composition comparing Stelmor cooling and 
lead patenting processes. 

Figure D.4: Ultimate tensile strength versus 
heat treatment time at 425 °C for the Stelmor 
cooled processing condition comparing wire 
compositions. 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure D.5: Ultimate tensile strength versus heat treatment time at 425 °C for the lead patented 
processing condition comparing wire compositions. 
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Figure D.6: Ultimate tensile strength versus 
heat treatment time at 450 °C for the LC-LSi 
composition comparing Stelmor cooling and 
lead patenting processes. 

Figure D.7: Ultimate tensile strength versus 
heat treatment time at 450 °C for the HC-LSi 
composition comparing Stelmor cooling and 
lead patenting processes. 

 
 

  
 

Figure D.8: Ultimate tensile strength versus 
heat treatment time at 450 °C for the LC-HSi 
composition comparing Stelmor cooling and 
lead patenting processes. 

Figure D.9: Ultimate tensile strength versus 
heat treatment time at 450 °C for the Stelmor 
cooled processing condition comparing wire 
compositions. 
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Figure D.10: Ultimate tensile strength versus heat treatment time at 450 °C for the lead patented 
processing condition comparing wire compositions. 

 
 
 

 
Figure D.11: Ultimate tensile strength ver- 
sus heat  treatment  time  at  475  °C  for  
the LC-LSi composition comparing Stelmor 
cooling and lead patenting processes. 

Figure D.12: Ultimate tensile strength ver- 
sus heat  treatment  time  at  475  °C  for  
the HC-LSi composition comparing Stelmor 
cooling and lead patenting processes. 
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Figure D.13: Ultimate tensile strength ver- 
sus heat  treatment  time  at  475  °C  for  
the LC-HSi composition comparing Stelmor 
cooling and lead patenting processes. 

Figure D.14: Ultimate tensile strength ver- 
sus heat treatment time at 475 °C for the 
Stelmor cooled processing condition com- 
paring wire compositions. 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure D.15: Ultimate tensile strength versus heat treatment time at 475 °C for the Stelmor cooled 
processing condition comparing wire compositions. 
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Figure D.16: Ultimate tensile strength ver- 
sus heat treatment temperature at 20 s for 
the LC-LSi composition comparing Stelmor 
cooling and lead patenting processes. 

Figure D.17: Ultimate tensile strength ver- 
sus heat treatment temperature at 20 s for 
the HC-LSi composition comparing Stelmor 
cooling and lead patenting processes. 

 
 

  
 

Figure D.18: Ultimate tensile strength ver- 
sus heat treatment temperature at 20 s for 
the LC-HSi composition comparing Stelmor 
cooling and lead patenting processes. 

Figure D.19: Ultimate tensile strength ver- 
sus heat treatment temperature at 20 s for the 
Stelmor cooled processing condition com- 
paring wire compositions. 
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Figure D.20: Ultimate tensile strength versus heat treatment temperature at 20 s for the Stelmor 
cooled processing condition comparing wire compositions. 

 
 
D.2 Shear Strain at Delamination 

 
The change in shear strain at delamination with heat treatment time or temperature, separated 

by wire composition or processing condition for further comparison. Shear strain at delamination 

was calculated using Equation 3.1 and error bars indicate one standard deviation from the mean. 
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Figure D.21: Surface shear strain at delami- 
nation versus heat treatment time at 425 °C 
for the LC-LSi composition comparing Stel- 
mor cooling and lead patenting processes. 

Figure D.22: Surface shear strain at de- 
lamination versus heat treatment time at  
425 °C for the HC-LSi composition compar- 
ing Stelmor cooling and lead patenting pro- 
cesses. 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure D.23: Surface shear strain at de- 
lamination versus heat treatment time at  
425 °C for the LC-HSi composition compar- 
ing Stelmor cooling and lead patenting pro- 
cesses. 

Figure D.24: Surface shear strain at delami- 
nation versus heat treatment time at 425 °C 
for the Stelmor cooled processing condition 
comparing wire compositions. 
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Figure D.25: Surface shear strain at delamination versus heat treatment time at 425 °C for the lead 
patented processing condition comparing wire compositions. 

 
 
 

 
Figure D.26: Surface shear strain at delami- 
nation versus heat treatment time at 450 °C 
for the LC-LSi composition comparing Stel- 
mor cooling and lead patenting processes. 

Figure D.27: Surface shear strain at de- 
lamination versus heat treatment time at  
450 °C for the HC-LSi composition compar- 
ing Stelmor cooling and lead patenting pro- 
cesses. 
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Figure D.28: Surface shear strain at de- 
lamination versus heat treatment time at  
450 °C for the LC-HSi composition compar- 
ing Stelmor cooling and lead patenting pro- 
cesses. 

Figure D.29: Surface shear strain at delami- 
nation versus heat treatment time at 450 °C 
for the Stelmor cooled processing condition 
comparing wire compositions. 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure D.30: Surface shear strain at delamination versus heat treatment time at 450 °C for the lead 
patented processing condition comparing wire compositions. 
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Figure D.31: Surface shear strain at delami- 
nation versus heat treatment time at 475 °C 
for the LC-LSi composition comparing Stel- 
mor cooling and lead patenting processes. 

Figure D.32: Surface shear strain at de- 
lamination versus heat treatment time at  
475 °C for the HC-LSi composition compar- 
ing Stelmor cooling and lead patenting pro- 
cesses. 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure D.33: Surface shear strain at de- 
lamination versus heat treatment time at  
475 °C for the LC-HSi composition compar- 
ing Stelmor cooling and lead patenting pro- 
cesses. 

Figure D.34: Surface shear strain at delami- 
nation versus heat treatment time at 475 °C 
for the Stelmor cooled processing condition 
comparing wire compositions. 
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Figure D.35: Surface shear strain at delamination versus heat treatment time at 475 °C for the lead 
patented processing condition comparing wire compositions. 

 
 
 

 
Figure D.36: Surface shear strain at delami- 
nation versus heat treatment temperature at 
20 s for the LC-LSi composition compar- 
ing Stelmor cooling and lead patenting pro- 
cesses. 

Figure D.37: Surface shear strain at delami- 
nation versus heat treatment temperature at 
20 s for the HC-LSi composition compar- 
ing Stelmor cooling and lead patenting pro- 
cesses. 
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Figure D.38: Surface shear strain at delami- 
nation versus heat treatment temperature at 
20 s for the LC-HSi composition compar- 
ing Stelmor cooling and lead patenting pro- 
cesses. 

Figure D.39: Surface shear strain at delam- 
ination versus heat treatment temperature at 
20 s for the Stelmor cooled processing con- 
dition comparing wire compositions. 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure D.40: Surface shear strain at delamination versus heat treatment temperature at 20 s for the 
lead patented processing condition comparing wire compositions. 
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APPENDIX E 

COMPARISONS OF SIMILAR STRENGTH HEAT TREATED WIRES 
 
 

Since UTS is the performance metric used to specify wire products, it was of interest to investi- 

gate which combination of processing and composition would provide better torsional ductility for 

equivalent strengths and to understand the origins of different behaviors. Comparisons of torque- 

twist curves of two as-received, galvanized wires that had a similar tensile strength were conducted 

to evaluate how processing path and composition factors contributed to the observed torsional duc- 

tility. 

E.1 As-Received Wires 
 

The two as-received wires closest in tensile strength were the LC-LSi-P-G and the HC-LSi-S-G 

conditions, and a comparison of their torque-twist curves and relevant mechanical and microstruc- 

tural properties are presented in Figure E.1. Parameter differences between the two wires included 

carbon content and processing path, so the nomenclature used to describe the wires will be abbre- 

viated to LC-P and HC-S. A higher shear yield strength and surface shear stress at delamination 

were achieved by the LC-P wire, while the HC-S wire exhibited a slightly lower YS/UTS ratio 

which would indicate a higher work hardening capacity. The magnitude of the surface shear strain 

at delamination of the LC-P wire was double that of the HC-S wire condition, meaning its torsional 

ductility was superior. Comparing microstructures quantitatively showed the ILS of the two wires 

was equivalent at 69 nm. From the torque-twist curves, it appeared that the HC-S wire experienced 

a lower degree of strain prior to delamination and a lower number of revolutions to final fracture. 

The LC-LSi-P-G and LC-HSi-S-G conditions could also be compared, where the silicon con- 

tent and processing path were both varied, so the abbreviations LSi-P and HSi-S may be used to 

compare them. The corresponding torque-twist curve comparison and wire properties are con- 

tained in Figure E.2. The difference between UTS values was slightly larger than the previous 

comparison in which carbon varied, but the surface shear yield strength and stress at delamination 
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were much closer in magnitude. Surface shear strain at delamination for the LSi-P wire was almost 
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Figure E.1: Representative torque-twist curves and a comparison of relevant properties for two 
wires of similar UTS: low carbon, low silicon, lead patented, galvanized and high carbon, low 
silicon, Stelmor cooled, galvanized wire conditions. 
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2.5 times greater than the HSi-S wire despite the similar torsional strengths. Comparisons in wire 

properties revealed the HSi-S wire condition to have a slightly higher YS/UTS ratio and a coarser 

pearlitic ILS; it also exhibited a delamination fracture at lower strain than the LSi-P condition. 

 

 

Figure E.2: Representative torque-twist curves and a comparison of relevant properties for two 
wires of similar UTS: low carbon, low silicon, lead patented, galvanized and low carbon, high 
silicon, Stelmor cooled, galvanized wire conditions. 

 
The difference in UTS between HC-LSi-P-G and LC-HSi-S-G conditions was the greatest   

of the comparisons analyzed (at 75 MPa), but was still small in relation to the UTS magnitudes; 

carbon content, silicon content, and processing path all differed in the two wires. Figure E.3 depicts 

the torque-twist curve comparison and the material properties. Despite the comparatively larger 

difference in UTS, the shear yield strengths of the two wires were similar.  Surface shear stress   

at delamination was higher in the HC-LSi-P wire as expected based on the higher UTS, but the 
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torsional ductility was also greater than the LC-HSi-S wire. The tensile work hardening capacity 

was slightly greater in the HC-LSi-P condition, and it also had a finer pearlitic microstructure;  

the largest difference in ILS of 27 nm occurred between these two wire conditions out of the four 

comparisons. With regard to the torque-twist curve characteristics, the more ductile HC-LSi-P wire 

exhibited a somewhat roundhouse yielding behavior and a larger total ductility at final fracture, 

while both wires experienced minimal degrees of strain prior to delamination. 

 

 

Figure E.3: Representative torque-twist curves and a comparison of relevant properties for two 
wires of similar UTS: high carbon, low silicon, lead patented, galvanized and low carbon, high 
silicon, Stelmor cooled, galvanized wire conditions. 

 
The final comparison of wires having similar UTS conducted for this analysis included HC-LSi-P-G 

and LC-HSi-P-G wires whose torque-twist curve comparison and material properties are contained 

in Figure E.4; carbon and silicon contents varied between these wires, while processing path re- 
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mained constant, so the wires will be referred to as HC-LSi and LC-HSi for the purpose of this 

discussion. Surface shear stress at delamination and shear yield strength were slightly greater for 

the LC-HSi wire, consistent with its slightly higher UTS. The difference in surface shear strain at 

delamination was narrowest out of the comparisons considered, with HC-LSi being slightly more 

ductile. The difference in YS/UTS was the largest of the four comparisons, where HC-LSi expe- 

rienced a greater strength increase due to work hardening than the LC-HSi wire. Finally, LC-HSi 

was observed to have a larger ILS than HC-LSi. The overall shape of the torque-twist curves were 

similar for the two wire conditions, the only exception being that the HC-LSi appeared to have a 

more roundhouse-like yielding behavior. 

 

 

Figure E.4: Representative torque-twist curves and a comparison of relevant properties for two 
wires of similar UTS: high carbon, low silicon, lead patented, galvanized and low carbon, high 
silicon, lead patented, galvanized wire conditions. 
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From the comparisons of similar strength galvanized wires conducted in this analysis, a few 

observations could be made regarding the effects of processing path and wire composition on tor- 

sional ductility. Since multiple parameters were varied in each of the comparisons, the individual 

effects of processing path and composition cannot be conclusively identified. 

With regard to processing path, lead patenting always achieved a higher surface shear strain at 

delamination compared to wires directly drawn from Stelmor cooled wire rods; carbon or silicon 

additions increased the strength of the Stelmor cooled wires from the base alloy to a level equiv- 

alent to some lead patented wires, but the more uniform microstructure (containing fewer regions 

of bent lamellae or “thick” ferrite) achieved by patenting resulted in higher surface shear strains 

at delamination. Lead patenting often correlated with a finer ILS, which also was observed to 

contribute to a greater torsional ductility. 

Increasing the carbon content of the drawn wire improved torsional strength and ductility when 

paired with lead patenting, but not when paired with Stelmor cooling. It could be inferred that the 

improvement in torsional ductility from the refinement of pearlite ILS was not as significant in the 

Stelmor cooled wires; differences in the dislocation density within the microstructure may have 

played a role in the inferior ductility. Of the parameters considered when designing the wires for 

this work, the addition of silicon was the most detrimental to wire ductility under torsional loading. 

Although silicon additions reduced the degree of cementite spheroidization and strength loss due 

to galvanizing, the characteristics of the torque-twist curve were indicative of a more brittle wire. 

E.2 Effect of Aging Treatment on Torsional Ductility 
 

This section contains all comparisons of wires with identical processing path and composition 

parameters, but varying heat treatment conditions. Tables include the UTS, average surface shear 

strain at delamination (for wire conditions where multiple specimens delaminated), the differences 

in UTS (∆UTS) and surface shear strain at delamination (∆γ) between the high ductility wire 

condition of interest and heat treated wires of similar strength. In each table, dashes indicate wires 

that did not delaminate and asterisks indicate instances where differences were not calculated. 
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Table E.1: Comparison of UTS and Average Surface Shear Strain at Delamination between High 
Ductility Wire Condition LC-LSi-S-425/1 and Lower Ductility Wire Conditions with Different 
Heat Treatments 

 

 
 
Table E.2: Comparison of UTS and Average Surface Shear Strain at Delamination between High 
Ductility Wire Condition LC-LSi-S-475/1 and Lower Ductility Wire Conditions with Different 
Heat Treatments 

 

 
 
Table E.3: Comparison of UTS and Average Surface Shear Strain at Delamination between High 
Ductility Wire Condition LC-LSi-P-425/1 and Lower Ductility Wire Conditions with Different 
Heat Treatments 

 

 
 
Table E.4: Comparison of UTS and Average Surface Shear Strain at Delamination between High 
Ductility Wire Condition LC-LSi-P-450/1 and Lower Ductility Wire Conditions with Different 
Heat Treatments 
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Table E.5: Comparison of UTS and Average Surface Shear Strain at Delamination between High 
Ductility Wire Condition LC-LSi-P-475/1 and Lower Ductility Wire Conditions with Different 
Heat Treatments 

 

 
 
Table E.6: Comparison of UTS and Average Surface Shear Strain at Delamination between High 
Ductility Wire Condition HC-LSi-S-425/1 and Lower Ductility Wire Conditions with Different 
Heat Treatments 

 

 
 
Table E.7: Comparison of UTS and Average Surface Shear Strain at Delamination between High 
Ductility Wire Condition HC-LSi-S-450/1 and Lower Ductility Wire Conditions with Different 
Heat Treatments 

 

 
 
Table E.8: Comparison of UTS and Average Surface Shear Strain at Delamination between High 
Ductility Wire Condition HC-LSi-S-475/1 and Lower Ductility Wire Conditions with Different 
Heat Treatments 
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Table E.9: Comparison of UTS and Average Surface Shear Strain at Delamination between High 
Ductility Wire Condition HC-LSi-P-425/1 and Lower Ductility Wire Conditions with Different 
Heat Treatments 

 

 
 
Table E.10: Comparison of UTS and Average Surface Shear Strain at Delamination between High 
Ductility Wire Condition HC-LSi-P-450/1 and Lower Ductility Wire Conditions with Different 
Heat Treatments 

 

 
 
Table E.11: Comparison of UTS and Average Surface Shear Strain at Delamination between High 
Ductility Wire Condition HC-LSi-P-475/1 and Lower Ductility Wire Conditions with Different 
Heat Treatments 
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Table E.12: Comparison of UTS and Average Surface Shear Strain at Delamination between High 
Ductility Wire Condition LC-HSi-S-450/1 and Lower Ductility Wire Conditions with Different 
Heat Treatments 

 

 
 
Table E.13: Comparison of UTS and Average Surface Shear Strain at Delamination between High 
Ductility Wire Condition LC-HSi-P-425/1 and Lower Ductility Wire Conditions with Different 
Heat Treatments 

 

 
 
Table E.14: Comparison of UTS and Average Surface Shear Strain at Delamination between High 
Ductility Wire Condition LC-HSi-P-475/1 and Lower Ductility Wire Conditions with Different 
Heat Treatments 

 

 
 
E.3 Effect of Processing and Composition on Torsional Ductility 

 
This section contains all comparisons of wires with identical heat treatment conditions, but 

varying processing path and composition parameters. Only wire comparisons where a single pa- 

rameter is varied are contained in this section. Tables include the UTS, average surface shear 

strain at delamination (for wire conditions where multiple specimens delaminated), the differences 
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in UTS and surface shear strain at delamination between the high ductility wire condition of inter- 

est and the heat treated wires of similar strength. In each table, dashes indicate wires that did not 

delaminate and asterisks indicate differences were not calculated. 

 
Table E.15: Comparison of UTS and Average Surface Shear Strain at Delamination between LC-
LSi-P and HC-LSi-P treated at 450 °C for 5 s 

 

 
 
Table E.16: Comparison of UTS and Average Surface Shear Strain at Delamination between LC-
LSi-S and HC-LSi-S treated at 475 °C for 1 s 

 

 
 
Table E.17: Comparison of UTS and Average Surface Shear Strain at Delamination between LC-
LSi-S and HC-LSi-S treated at 475 °C for 5 s 
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Table E.18: Comparison of UTS and Average Surface Shear Strain at Delamination between LC-
LSi-P and LC-HSi-P treated at 450 °C for 10 s 

 

 
 
Table E.19: Comparison of UTS and Average Surface Shear Strain at Delamination between LC-
LSi-P and LC-HSi-P treated at 475 °C for 10 s 

 

 
 
Table E.20: Comparison of UTS and Average Surface Shear Strain at Delamination between LC-
HSi-P and LC-HSi-S treated at 425 °C for 1 s 

 

 
 
Table E.21: Comparison of UTS and Average Surface Shear Strain at Delamination between LC-
HSi-P and LC-HSi-S treated at 450 °C for 5 s 
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Table E.22: Comparison of UTS and Average Surface Shear Strain at Delamination between LC-
HSi-P and LC-HSi-S treated at 450 °C for 20 s 

 

 
 
Table E.23: Comparison of UTS and Average Surface Shear Strain at Delamination between LC-
HSi-P and LC-HSi-S treated at 475 °C for 10 s 

 


